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EDITORIAL

A Time of· Change

Arts and Culture Section

In his inaugural speech last year, President Roger Casey outlined his vision for a new
and improved McDaniel College. Plans for a coffee shop in the Library Commons,
an academic partnership with an African university, and renovated residential buildings were just the begirullng of a long list of changes that were Soon to come to
our campus.

These changes herald the dawning of a new era at McDaniel

College,

in which we at the McDaniel Free Press are fully committed to participating.
This year, the Free Press will be continuing its drive to become a more weboriented news source with a full multimedia experience. The size of our web staff has
grown considerably in comparison to previous years and a newly appointed video ediring staff has been added to bring a visual representation of OUI life hereon campus
to the World Wide Web. Furthermore, beginning this year, the Free Press will be ofone

fering online advertising opporturuties

for local businesses in the Westminster

munity. Finally, the Free Press has pledged to transform
news source

to

com-

an online

which items of interest are added daily so that srudents', faculty, staff,

and alumni can find up

to

date coverage of everything

The Free Press has not abandoned
On a regular basis throughout
College community.

The first

happening

here at McDaniel.

editions

entirely, however.

its printed

the year, the Free Press

tion print issues focusing on a topic of considerable
McDaniel

our newspaper into

will be releasing special ediand particular

interest to the

will feature our newly created Arts and

Culture Section, featuring reviews, previews, and notices of artistically and cultur-

ally significant events on and off campus from theater productions

and an exhib-

Teal Koch
The arts might be something
associated
with
Westminster.
In town McDaniel's
theatre
department is pretty well-kn~wn
and respected,
Winters
Mill High School is certainly
known for it~ Arts
Department,
and we've got the Arts Cound-but
culture? Not exactly Westminst.er's forte.
.
But McDaniel
has a hand in changing
that-and
so does the free Press. With this, I offi·
cially introduce
to you, The McDaniel
Free Press
Arts and Culture Section.
r
This is the section that will Feature news
about art shows, theatre productions, vocal and
instrumental

performances,

its to cinematic releases and new albums from local and international musicians.
As always, the McDaniel Free Press is most intet.e.sted. in heating from you.,
our readers. If you have suggestions or feedback regarding the changes coming to
the semester asking for your advice and opinions.

showcases,

SOON

the Free Press or would simply like to get involved, keep an eye out for surveys to
be released throughout

dance

and the like both an campus
and in the community. It will also feature
my regular
fashion/styl~
column, student photographs and artwork, an
poetry or other written works.
. k
Id fit
If you've got something you thin. wou
'd
in this section or a suggestion of something you
like to see or read, please feel free to contact
me! tmk006@mcdanieLedu

Or, if you

are too impatient to wait, contact Nathan Wuertenberg (npwOOl@mcdaoiel.edu)
or
Hanna Barker (hmbOO2@mcdaniel.edu),
our co-Editots-in-Chief,
or simply email
us at freepress@mcdanie1.edu.
Thank you and good luck over the coming semester.
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McDANIEL THEATRE

,

ZACH BROWN
Staff Writer

"The Good Soul of Szechuan" is the first
show to hit the boards .of the McDaniel
stage, and this year, being a theatre kid
myself, I am excited to experience the
show. I would hope that the McDaniel
and Westminster community would be
just as interested as I am, and coming up
are some reasons why.
First, I have to note the fact that I am
involved in the show, as I am on Stage
Crew; dealing with the movement and
arrangement of the set pieces that need
handling. What this means? Well, I have
personal experience with aspects of the
show, and I know many of the people
who are much more involved.
As a technician in the theatre, I
am inclined to speak on behalf of the
technical side first, so let's start with
the set. As soon as you walk up into
the Mainstage, your eyes are drawn to
massive set pieces set by either side of
the proscenium (the boxy section where
the curtains hang from) that are nude
up of lopsided
triangles, drawing
the
. eye to any number of off-kilter angles,
keeping the audience wondering about
the purpose of each piece, and how
the set works in tandem with the story.
In terms of lighting, another technical
aspect of the theatre, there are very
specific techniques that are being used.
. Rosalie Edelston, lighting designer,
spoke about drawing inspiration from
visual kei, a Japanese style of fashion
and music. "The way that I incorporated
[visual kei] into my design," says Rosalie,
"was in my use of bold colour choices
and stark shadows. My intentions are to
separate the characters from the show

Py~···

from reality, even though the theme of
the play relates directly to situations in
society today." This disconnect between
what is real and what is beyond reality
is something to contemplate
when
regarding the purpose of the playas a
whole, and what the implications of that
disconnect are.
Bertolt Brecht, a german playwright
known for the Epic Theatre style, wrote
the play. Stylistically, Epic Theatre strives
to have the audience reflect upon them
as to where they stand in terms of the
themes and motifs of the show, rather
than sympathize with the characters in
the play. In addition to this, Elizabeth
van den Berg, director, has developed
a way to integrate Asian acting styles
into the performance in an attempt to
match the setting of the Chinese city of
Szechuan.
Whitney Walker, an actress in "Good
Soul" says, ''We've integrated a lot of
specifics from Noh and Kabuki theatre
to create a world that no one has ever
seen before." In creating this new world,
the performance is asking the audience
to live in the shoes of the characters in
an attempt to experience this new world
for their own, and contemplating on
decisions that would be made in those
positions.
All in all, if any of this has sounded
interesting, or if you feel like a bit of
contemplation is needed in your life,
or even if you just want an entertaining
night with a group of friends, come
out to McDaniel Theatre October 5th
through the 8<h.Curtain is at 7:30, so
make sure to get there early and grab
an ideal seat. Tickets are $7 for adults
and $5 for senior citizens, as well as
for McDaniel students and community.
Enjoy the Show!

"The Good Soul" of the McDaniel Community
LAUREN MILLER
Staff Writer
For most people, the only part of theater they get a chance
to be a part of is the end product. For the audience, the
two or three hours spent wotc~ing the play is all they do.
But ask any person who has worked behind the scenes of a
play or musical, and they will say that so much more than
you can imagine goes into that performance.
Paul Griffin plays the port of Yang Sun in the theater's
current production The Good Soul of Szechuan, and he
says that theater can literally toke over your life during the
pre-production
rehearsals.
"Something that people don't realize about rehearsals
is how much time and work a play takes to put on. In
college, there is a month's time to put on a show. That
means rehearsing from 6-11 every single day of the week.
As for as tech goes, people will be building and designing
set, lights, and sound sometimes up to twelve hours of the
day for an entire month," said Griffin. "Being a theatre
major leaves time for about an hour of social time a day on
top of classes. Some of us even Fi~d it difficult making time
to eat."
Whitney Snow Walker, who plays Mrs. Shin, also offers
that there is a lot that goes into rehearsals,
but she says
rehearsals
make .lcr a fun part of theater life.
"It takes tons of hours to put a show together. In my
personal experience,
I think I've spent a minimum of 10
hours a week on a show," said Walker. "At home, I did
a few proFessional productions and we had 8 days of 6
hour rehearsals,
1 day of 10 hours of rehearsal and then 3
weeks of performances.
It's very intense, but olso creative
and you become a family with the rest of the cost. J've also
worked on the production side of shows ond they put in as
many, if not more hours."
Even though there's a lot of work that goes into a play,
many of the cast members love the work because it gives
them a place to escape to.
Kelsey Gondek, who plays Wang, said" My favorite
aspect [of acting] is the chance to just take on this
completely different persona and kind of run away from the
real world for a while. In my opinion there is not bod pert.":
For Griffin, putting in all the work for a performance
is all worth it because the end product is such a fulfilling
experience.
.
"The bow at the end of a performance
is by for the
most satisfying feeling an actor has ever experienced.
And
for techies, it is seeing their work come to fruition during a
show. So much work is put into this area ond knowing that
the audience has actually enjoyed your work makes it all
worthwhile."
If you're interested in all the madness that goes into
creating a production at McDaniel you certainly should get
involved.
"A tip for someone looking into theater at McDaniel
is just to take the plunge into a show," said Gondek.
"Audition, take an acting class, go for tech crew, anything."
Griffin supplied further advice for the budding actor.
"If you're interested in theater, but feel too nervous about
auditioning, work behind the scenes For a show," said
Griffin. "Whether it's lighting or costumes or set building, it
really gives you that Foot in the door thct you need to get
involved."
If you'd rather just be an observer of the arts, the next
perFormance is of the show The Good Soul of Szechuan
which runs October 5th through the 8th•
•
"Everyone should go see this show because it is going
to be insane. The concept is completely different from any
ploy that I've seen," said Walker. "We've taken an old
show and turned it into something that has aspects every
person would like. The music varies between different
styles, the costumes are crazy and the set is just cool to
look at."
.

Party in the P.R.C.
DANI AllEN
Staff Writer

Realistic or just depressing?

On June 28, 2011 two McDaniel faculty and several McDaniel
students, including myself, flew to China to conduct research on a
centuries old art called Tiehua. The following entries arc excerpts
from my personal account of the things I saw and did while on this
research

Tati's The Illusionist:
RYAN POWEll
Staff Writer

trip.

June 30: Get where you want to go, everyone else be damned.

Just as a brief, American frame of reference: think about what 101 Dalmatians

The first thing I /enmed today:

looks like. Now take out the dogs, put in an
unsuccessful magician, replace Cruella de
Ville wxh a sweet (yet egregiously ungrateful) Scottish girl, and take out any concept
of that Disney 'Magic is real' B.S. Bleak
enough for you? Good-it's
supposed to

The number four is unlucky in China because the 'Chinese
word for "four" sounds like the word for "death." Some
buildings in China don't have fourth floors for the same
reason that some American buildings skip the 13th floor.
Eight
is lucky because
the word
sounds
like a
word that means "to suddenly get a toe of money."

be.
Sylvain Chomer ana Jacques Tan's 2010

The first thing I dId today:

animated feature The Illusionist was shown
last week as part of the Tournees Fest,

We visited a one thousand-year-old Buddhist temple site. The
strangest pan was being given a tour by a Buddhist monk while
people were at the temple praying. In the same square foot there
would be an American casually looking at a statue of one of
Buddha's incarnations and a Chinese woman kneeling in front of
the statue in reverent prayer. It felt like seeing someone go up to the
altar at church to drink a soda and take a look around during mass.

an ongoing series of French films being
screened in Decker Auditorium this month.
The film follows Tatischeff, a magician who
is driven out- of the music halls of Paris by
poor business, and then London by effeminate British rock bands. He resolves
to stay on one of the rainy, but primitive
and unexplored Scottish isles (which has
only recently gained access to electricity),
in the hopes that his act will gain better

The monk tour guide had extremely long eyehrows.

How can

someone grow their eyebrow hairs?
~yebrow hair growth isn't something a person ca~ just will
Into happening ...unless they're a Buddhist monk 1 guess.

The traffie laws in China are asfollows:

renown there. During his stay, he captures
the imagination of a girl named Alice,
who believes that he possesses genuine

supernatural

powers, and is wooed by his

gift of new red shoes. She follows him to
Edinburugh, and proceeds to be showered
with gifts that Tatischeff can't afford-having to take up other secret jobs in order to
keep up the facade of "pulling the~ o~t
of thin air". Alice soon finds affection m a
young, handsome lad, and poor Tatischeff,
up?n discovering the~ love, hops the ;:~::
tram to wherever, leaVIng a note that
"Magicians don't exist."
.
A final shot of Tacischeff leaving on. a
train then all the lights in the town magic
sho~s music halls and theaters slowly go
out a~ if to say ''Your childhood dreams,
d d"
and that's the end. Yup. That s
;t~eN;~<A~~
our_hero.:co~e:;back-tosave-the-day" or «happy ending stuff Oh,
I his rabbit loose onto a gray,
and he ~s.
the inlddle of a thunderstorm.
lonely d Ihn critics initially observed the
Oh an wen
6~ some saw it as an ~nsuccess~
attempt
b the screenwriter, Tati, to apologize to
bandoned, illegitimate daughter-I
bet
s a ever guessed that an animated film

In:

J

~:~~ get this depressing,~d

you?

For the rest of the crticle, please go to
www.mcdaniel.edu.

Get where you want to go, everyone else be damned.
This law applies to cars, motorbikes, and pedestrians. If 1
die in China it won't be from disease, natural disaster, or
political upheaval, it will be due to some asshole on a bike.

Things I did that

Ivere

relet'Qlltto the researchpro/eet:

\Ve
visited
several
Tiehua
retailers,
looked
around,
and
took
pictures
and
notes.
Later, the group broke off inro smaller groups and walked up to
people on the street to interview them about Tiehua. In our group,
Apple" would snare passers-by, and then 1 would subject them
to poorly spoken Mandarin, while Dr. Flute's daughter filmed us.
The best pan was watching the faces of people who saw Apple
approaching them. They knew they were about to be solicited and
either looked bewildered or pissed. The bewildered ones usuaUy
agreed to let us interview them and the angry ones waved [heir
hands at us and kept walking. I wouldn't have stopped if someone
had come up to me either so I couldn't blame them ~or their reaction.
*' names have been changed

For more on Doni's experience in China, go to www.mcdanielfreepress.com.

Dead Island:

Just Another
Zombie
Apoca Iypse?

Junior Chorles Mullin
read, the booklet of
student-produced work
about September 11 beforethe 10th Anniversary
(ommemorotionbegins.
For more photos from
the event, go to www.
mcdonielfreepress.com.
HANNA BARKER

THOMAS LEE
StaffWriler
From Techland, we get a brand
new action adventure, zombie

killing, gore Ailedgame known
as Dead Island for PC, Xbox
360 and PS3. Published by Deep
Silver, Dead Island is the newest in open world zombie killing
mayhem.
For those of you that do not
know what an open world game
is, it is a game within which there

is no specific path that needs
to be token and the player can
rcem around to almost any loco.
tion they can see. Obviously,
there are limitations to this, and
for this game, it is that you must
stay on the island. But anywhere
on the island is free game, no
pun intended.
Dead Island mixes the stan.
dard hack and slash zombie
killing game with an intriguing
skill tree system. Allowing play.
ers to choose between 4 different
"types" of characters,
this game

also let's you choose between
3 skill trees, different to each
character. Think of it like a mix
between Diablo 2 and Dead Ris-ing 2. And similar to Dead Rising
2, there is a weapon crafting
system in place so that you can
creole new and interesting means
of killing the hordes of undead
that stand in your way. The story
itselF is also similar to some of the
other zombie games that have
come out before.
Go 10 www.m(daniel.edu for the rest of Ihe slory.

TALKING ABOUT TELEVISION

New shows to keep an eye on
LAURA NICHOLS

StaflWriter
Fall season rolls around every year, and with it, you get a lot of new television shows. I know how hard it is to pick what to watch, so I'm giving you a list of the 15 new
shows that' think will make it, or at least, shows we should keep an eye on. This isn" all of the shows premiering this fall, hut it is the fifteen that I personally will be watch. ing. I'I/Iet you know how they turn out, and hopefully you'f/ Rnd a few, or even just one, that you enjoy. For the rest of the jist, go to mcdanielfreepress.com!

.........................................................................................................................

Sundays

Mondays

Tuesdays

Once Upon a Time

Terra Nova
(FOX)

New Girl
(FOX)

(ABC)
Premieres Oct. 23rd

@

8:00PM

The promising fairy-tale drama, Once Upon a Time comes
From some of the producers af
LOST, and according to some
of the stars, the storytelling is
very similcr. So if you liked
LOST (I did), you're going to
like this ane. It stars Jessica
Morrison (Housel as Emma,
a young woman who comes
to a small Maine lawn and
soon realizes that a graup
of fairy-tale characters have
bee"
.... ck there,
cnd don't
remember any of their fairytole lives. Emma may be Snow
White's long-lost daughter
and she may also hold th~
key to breaking the curse. I
love this idea, and I'm really
excited for this show. It's been
getting good reviews, and I'm
hoping that it does really well.

Pan Am
(ABC)
10:00 PM
This 1960's era show on the
big five this season is getting
much more favorable buzz
than the Playboy Club. It follows the lives of four flight attendants in 1963, working for
Pan Am, one of the biggest
airlines at the time. Unlike
The Playboy Club, this show is
based on several women's real-life experience, which gives
it more of a realistic vibe. I'm
excited for this show because
Christina Ricci is one of the
stars; I like airports and I love
Rying, so this really appeals to
me. Besides that, who doesn't
love a little drama with their
Sunday nights?

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

This is one of the most highly 'Starring Zooey Deschene!
(500 Days of Summer)' this
anticipated and most expencomedy revolves around a
sive TV shows of this season.
young
woman who moves
The basic premise is that humanity hcs polluted the world into a new apartment with
three
male
roommates after
to the point where you need
a disastrous breakup. This
masks to breathe
outside,
and overpopulated to where
was pretty funny. I laughed
the United States has to con- quite a bit. I liked all the chartrol the birth rate, in 2149.
acters, even Jess (the girl in
Luckily, a few 'time fractures'
question], who acted like
have been found, allowing
a Ave-year old quite a bit.
certain groups to go bock in And she was iust so incredtime 85 million years to try ibly awkward that it was hilarious. But she managed to
and save humanity. It's dear
that this is a show that will be bring some good advice into
ripe with action and family the men's lives and they mandrama. Personally, this is one aged to cheer her up following the breakup. I think this
of the shows I'm most excited
comedy will find its own path,
for, if only because the early
and I enjoyed it a lot more
reviews have been extremely
positive, and because the sup- than I thought I would.
port from the network has
been huge. But then again,
I'm also a sucker for action-y,
family--angst dramas. Hopefully it's as good as I think it
will be.

Ringer
(CW)

9:00 PM

2 Broke Girls
(CBS)
8:30 PM
Most people would recognize
Kat Dennings if they sow Thor
this summer. But the other
star of this new comedy, Beth
Behrs, is pretty )resh-faced.
That doesn't mean their chemistry is lacking, however. As
co-workers at a cheesy diner,
Dennings and Behrs play girls
from opposite sides qf the
track {Dennings as a streetsmart waitress and Behrs as
an ex-heiress} that have one
thing in common: They're
both flat broke. You may
have guessed it from the title.
As sitcoms go, it stands out
because it's not just girls looking cute. It is girls looking cute
while making crass jokes that
are traditionally reserved for
male characters. I'm excited
by this premise, and I hope
that it lives up to the hype.

Sarah Michelle Gellar returns
to television in her first starring role since Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and she plays
twins. Bridget is a former cddiet on the run from the mob/
FBI, while Siobhan is a scciclite who hasn't seen her twin
in years. When the two meet
up, Siobhan mysteriously disappears, leaving Bridget to
toke her place, navigating a
husband, a lover, and people
who want to kill Siobhan.
While this was originally presented to CBS, the CW picked
it up, where I hope it finds a
good audience. I think it's
going to be a very intriguing
shaw, because it's a lot different from anything else out
there, and especially because
it's different from anything on
the CWo So I'm hoping it will
gain a following, because I'm
definitely going to be watching. And if you like smart dramas with pretty good-looking
people (It is on the CW), then
you'll like this one too.

Wednesdays
Suburgatory
(ABC)

Thursdays·
Person of Interest
(CBS)

8:30 PM

9:00 PM

Suburgatory tells the story of
a sixteen year old, played by
Jane levy, who is moved to
the suburbs from downtown
Manhattan
by her father,
played by Jeremy Sisto. This
looks pretty interesting, and
not just because I'm quite
fond of Sisto. It's also because there aren't as many
father-daughter
duos
out
there on the big Ave right
now, so it will be nice to see
thot kind of relotionship magnified. Besides that, the promo was hilarious, and f love
fish-out-of water comedies.
Plus it joins a host of other
proven-great
comedies
on
Wednesday nights, like Modern Family, The Middle, and
Happy Endings, so r can't see
how this one can go wrong.

Michael Emer.son ploys a
secretive
businessman/millionaire who teams up with
ex-operative Jim Caviezel to
Aght crime, using cutting edge
technology. The technology
is so cutting edge that they
can predict who will perform
a crime. Therefore, the mission isn't to find the criminals
and punish them, but to And
them and prevent them from
commiHing the crime in the
first place. This project has
some serious weight behind
it. Executive producers
indude J.J. Abrams and Jonathon Nolan, both names you
probably should recognize.
I'm extremely
excited for
this show, because I feel like
it will be different than a lot
of other crime-stopper shows
out there. I just hope that it
doesn't become too complicated or twisted, because I
feel like that is a definite possibility.

Revenge
(ABC)

-----

10:00 PM

The Secret Circle

A modern-day retelling of the
Count of Monte Cristo, Emily
Van Camp stars as a young
woman whose father was
ripped away from her as a
child. When she realizes that
her childhood neighbors in
the Hamptons are to blame,
she plots an elaborate scheme
of revenge on 01[ of the people involved. Twists and turns
are promised, and so are
answers, which is something
viewers always like to hear.
I love a good revenge story,
and this one looks like it might
be a hit. But it could just as
likely be way too melodramatic for my tastes.

(CW)
9:00 PM
lc-yecr-old Cassie {Britt Robertson} moves to her grandmother's home in small-town
Washington after her mother's death. Once there, she
finds out that she, and several
other young, good-looking
teenagers (it is the CW), are
witches. I am pretty sure I'm
going to like this show. It's not
just because I'm a fan of CW
supernatural shows (which I
am. I'm not ashamed to admit
it]. It's also because I like the
actors, and I know that Kevin
Williamson, exec producer,
knows how to twist and turn a
TV show. to keep me coming
back. So if this show can hold
onto its Vampire Diaries leadin (it happens to be one of
CW's most popular shows), it
should do alright.

McDaniel College Hosts
French Film Festival
DREW STRAHOSKY
Staff Writer

an Algerian
lence.

monastery

Needless

surrounded

to say, the French

by

vio-

films be- _

WATCH INSTANTLY
Five Movies to Watch on Netflix
CHARLES MULLIN
Co-commentary jCo-news Editor

iog shown are "very different than Hollywood
This

year McDaniel

has been

selected

out

of countless collegesand universitiesacross
America to showcase the French film. festival Tournees. McDaniel has been host to
this

festiv~

for four

years

now, which

has

helped to promote a cultural exchange beAmerican and international students
here on campus through cinema. The films
showing this year deal with many different
contemporary topics apparent in French
speaking countries, which are expanded
upon when discussed by members of the
McDaniel faculty and attendees after viewing the films. Dr. Vera Jakoby, who hosted
the post-discussion of the film "Nenette,"
. commented that "[Iournees] connects us to
the international community. It opens- students and faculty up to issues around the
world."
\"Vhatevent could be better for a college
fostering awareness of a global community
and global citizenship? The films presented
this year throughout the festival confront
issues ranging from animals in captivity in
tween

_,h_e_P_,n_·,_Z_o_o_w_"'_e_d_ail_·

y_tiC_e _of_m_on_k_'

movies,"

as Junior

Paula

Sophie

puts

by this she
replied "maybe French filmmakers don't
look as much to please an audience." l'm
sure this is not entirely true of all French
filmmakers
but it seems, after viewing a few
Tournees films myself, that this observation
gets to the point of what the festival is truly
all about.
The Tournees film festival is ultimately
about encouraging cultural exchange, ereacing dialogue across academic disciplines,
global issues, and promoting awareness of
not only French film and culture but of the
issues addressed on screen. If you're interested in broadening your horizons and experiencing French cinema in a thought provoking way, this year's festival will wrap up
Sunday, September 25th in Decker Auditorium with a 6pm screening of "A Prophet,"
a film about a young Arab man sent to a
French prison who becomes a mafia kingpin. The post-discussion of the film will be
conducted by Dr. Nauna Hachad. Come
sho,,",,:your support in fostering a global
it. When

_in_<_o_~_u_ni_'Y_.

asked

what

she meant

------------J

Fighting for The Cab
LAUREN MILLER
Staff Writer

Thousands of movies are on Netflix to watch instantly a~d more than
half of them are crap. You know the ones that I' talkin
b
They'r~ the Stephen Segal movies. and the video gam~moviesga~d o~~
B-m~vles t?at were always more like D-movies. As a Netflix and film
facaoc.J w~ claw through the pile of bad movies to give you five good
ones every Issue. But hurry, many movies aren'r on Netflix forever.

Classic

Trainspotting
This film was th~ .deb.lit of director Danny Boyle who went on to
~elease SIJlmdog M~/~ol1aJ~eand 28 Doys Later. It also resides comfortably
III t~e Top 1? British F~lrns of all time as ranked by the British Film
Inst:ttute. It IS ~h~ movie .about heroin addiction that won't leave you
feeling empo/ inside (unlike Requiem for a Dream).
Featuring Ewan
1:1acGregor 10 a pre~ere. ro!e, a best -selling soundtrack, and unique
cmematograF;'hy, Tramspottmg IS not a movie to miss. Some scenes were
even filmed ~ one-take dl_le to b.udget constraints, causing Boyle to
make several nsky, but geruus choices. Don't let this one slip through
your fingers because it's going off Netflix soon.

Independent

Film

Reservoir Dogs
!his debut by director Quentin Tarantino, marks a significant time for
independent
cinema. Tarantino, working at a video store, was able

r; ;d~y$~;n~~~d

~~o6~
ili:t~~;i~ckpev;de~

..

fii~a~f;llti~;hi~

pushed boundaries for violence as audiences squirmed in their seats
during the famous "ear" scene. It featured an infectious soundtrack
and solid acting by Keitel, Tim Roth, and Michael M-adsen. It gained
popularity after Tarantino's masterpiece Pulp Fiction and continues to
get screenplay at cult theaters. Rediscover the film today.

Television

Star Trek: The Next Generation
This is one of those instances where I really wish that review writing was as simple as
writing "Check out this album, trust me." It's not that I don't have a lot to say about
Symphony Soldiers by The Cab. It's just that everyone seriously needs to listen to this
album. It's just that good.
So I guess I should answer the question of what makes this album just so good.
First, the album is truly a work of sweat, tears and a lot of hard work. For those who
know nothing about The Cab, know this: the band first came onto the scene in 2008
and were quickly known as a band worthy of knowing. But for their sophomore album,
the band struck out on. their own away from their Fueled by Ramen/Decadence record
deal and self released and self funded the entire album. So if nothing else, this album
was the product of some extremely hard work.
Ok, enough about The Cab history- what makes this album in particular great?
After digital and online music sales (iTunes) started taking over the music selling scene,
there was a huge drop off of what we would traditionally call an album (a 12-14 track
compilation of songs). Lately, it's almost as if having one hot single is more important
than putting together an album of gteat songs. For The Cab, they truly have broken
this mold with Symphony Soldier. This album has a very definite theme that stays
consistent throughout the entire album. That theme is conflict, not necessarily war like
the album title might imply, but relationship conflicts. This theme gives the album a
very consistent feeling and sound from the first track to the last.
Another way I like to describe this album is with the phrase "If ] could have sex
with one album, this would be the album." It's kind of weird thinking of sex in the
most literal way in regards to an album, but go with me on this. Not only is Alexander
De.Leon's voice the sound equivalent of butrer (smooth and sweet, but oh so bad for
you), but the instrumentals on this album are divine.
If you're skeptical about The Cab- just know that some of the best in pop music
helped in the making of this album. Co-writers included Adam .Levine of Maroon
5, Bruno Mars, Martin Johnson of Boys Like Girls, and Pete Wentz. While this is a
very pop sounding and friendly album, that certainly doesn't mean that it is lacking in
cteativity or quality.
So what are you waiting for? Check our The Cab's new album Symphony Soldier
(it's streaming for free right now on their Facebook) and let us know what you think.

!his is tJ:e telev:ision series that put science fiction on the map. Before
its pren_u~re, SCJ-fishows were destined for cancelation and absurdity.
The anginal Star Trek was even cancelled twice. Next Generation
on_the ?ther hand, was a~l~ to reboot a dying franchise and become;
ratings Jugg~rnaut, prenuenng to 27 m.won viewers on its first night.
Led by PatrI~~ Stewart and a progressive writing staff, the series was
able. to ~et critical acclaim and.a long-lasting run of 178 episodes before
ending In 1994. Now every sln?ie episode is available on Netflix.

Wait-What?

Rubber
If you] ca~'~ 1u~s~ what th.e movie is about by the title I won't blame
r~uff u; ~~~h' j1:S l~:e ~0V:le a~ut

a psychokinetic

t:ir~ that can blow

~terally rolls around an;:~ws
e~oY~~,s~~d
me correc~y. The tire
line, though: it is probabl one Jf
ns up. _Here IS the pun~h
the past year. Inserting:
e s.mart~st mOVIes to come out 10
watching Rubber, it is' able r:~~~::n~e
WIth an in-movie .audie~ce
c~mmeotary 00 filmma1cing and aUdilnc h~orous
and enlightenmg
frIends a?out a movie they have never se:~ bf you want to brag tooyour
on Netfhx now! It:is oneof a kind.
utyou have, check thlS out

J

Re-Watch

Tqy Story 3
It was a Best Picture nomine
d.
~ilogies of
time. Near pe:~t ~~~nclu~ed one-of ~e best children's
IS one of Plxar's ~est and that'
. merClally and cDncaily, Tqy Story 3
s
have grown up With are fotced t~~~~ a ~ot. T~'ie toys. that many of us
Andy as they ~re shipped off to a chil\Vlth ,10SlOgtheIr beloved owner
And~ and their home, the toys Ian ~re?s day care center. Missing
L.eading to. one of the most emo!
I linsky and dangerous escape.
hi~tory, this movie will very well o~a~ec max_es and epilogues in Pixar
childhood and watch this movie when
you 10 tears: Celebrate your
you have the tlme on Netftix.

:ill

CUP TeaSar and Cafe opens on Main Street
KRYSTINASHULTZ
Assistant Web Editor
If you find yourself wandering through the
stores of Westminster on Fall Fest or in the
depths of Midnight Madness, slip through
the coffee-colored wood doors of the CUP
Tea Bar and Cafe. There's a high possibility of receiving a free tea sample for your
curiosity.
Located at 7 East Main Street, the CUP
is hoping to open on Sept. 20, Or 21. The
owner, Lora Andrews, bas another establishment, Gypsy's, located near the Carroll
County Hospital. The tea room is named
for her mother, Gypsy, and is a traditional
English style tea room with a very formal
atmosphere.
An advocate of Gypsy's tea, freshman
Stephanie Smith said, "I hope the Cup will
have the same sort of quality tea," and for
a regular day visit, «I hope it's not too high
class."
A menu,
blackboard,
sandwiches
sweatshirts.
the simple

written in brilliant chalk on a
sports soups, salads, and panini
geared for a crowd of jeans and
Inviting green walls complement
tables and chairs in the room.

A tea bar allows customers to lounge on
stools while waiting for brewing tea of assorted flavors, and types including, black,
green, white, rooibos (red), oolongs, and
herbals. I was able to taste a chocolate
chai tea with milk and sugar to accentuate
the flavor. Lora describes the new cafe as .
an "in and out" type of casual. People can
stop in and relax, or grab lunch with tea
or coffee to go.
"The area is just in need of some new
ideas and I think the bealth benefits of
tea are important. 1think the atmosphere
will be appealing to college students,"
Lora explains. "I'm really excited to offer
another place on Main Street."
Included in that appeal is a low priced
menu with all items priced under $8.00.
Tea is served in individual cups, 120z rolb cups, and pots that can serve 2-3 cups.
Students can find a full lunch for about
$10, and combo meal options are available.
.
"I think it'll be a really good place for
students who are stressed out to get a
good pot of tea," notes junior Sierra Murray, "and I like tea, so I'm going to try and
go there."

Lora Andrews, the owner of The CUP Tea Bar
and Cafe, stands beside the teas she has set up in
preparation for opening day.

Where in Westminster:
Out of This World
KRYSTINASHULTZ
Assistant Web Editor
7:10, an auspicious time, for it announces the beginning of the alignment of the cosmos. With an
enormous green gas giant sporting yellow rings
filled with white ice chips leading the way, dancing planets follow its lead through the Milkyway.
This astronomical image, created by Shelley Steinle, Aoats into a wanderer's vision to take you out
of this world. Here, in our world, we find wandering bodies from above. Find this mystical site my •
children.
Wondering where in the world you might find
this photo' Here's how the game works. I tell
you one fact. Fact: This photo was taken in Westminster. So, your job is to find Where in Westminster I took the photo. The first person to successfully tell me where this photo was taken will receive
a free lotte at the Budapest Cafe. To achieve your
lotte, email me at kis001@mcdaniel.edu.

9 - 30 - 2011 Free Press Web Teaser
@gjh C!B 0!D ~

www.lIlcdanielfreepreSS.COlIl
You may recall that the McDaniel Free Press went online last semester, and this is still the case. Go
to our website to check out new articles, photos, and videos posted daily! On this page, you can
see a sampling of what to expect to see online.

McDaniel Shows Off Tailgating
Style to the Weather Channel

SEX ON THE Hill

Sizing Your Partner Up
can make the relationship in

FOREST FLEISCHER
Staff Reporter

the bedroom very awk-ward.

AMBER SLATER
Co-News Editor

sion I state schools. The goal is to convey views

Tailgating, for most, might be defined as an activity that ends when a football game begins.
At McDaniel, though, tailgating and the game
are one entity, and our unique style of barbequing and tent hopping through entire football
games has now gained national attention.
On Saturday, September 10, The Weather Channel came to our home game against
Moravian in order to capture our unique tailgating style.
Chris Counts, a field producer from the

of the game, but interviewed students as well
in order to better understand the McDaniel

that no matter the size of a-school, "tailgating,
at its core, is the same,"

No one sees the difference
in height as a disadvantage
Many women look for a
man who is taller than them
in order to fit in with societal norms. No girl wants to
not be able to wear heels at
a high school dance or on
her wedding day because
towering over a guy can be
embarrassing for. both parties.
\'V'hile it looks nice fat the-

woman to be shorter
an outsider's

from

perspective,

it

until they are about to get
intimate.
The average American
man

is around

5-foot-10

and the average woman
5-foot-4,
those

but what

couples

who

is

about
aren't

average? These couples, after many difficult attempts,
have to give up certain bedroom positions that may 15e
a [at more fun.

The Weather Channel not only took footage

Kaitlyn Vadenais
Co-Sports Editor

McDaniel sports fans will
soon be cheering for more
than their athletic teams.
Plans are currently underway for a fresh and contemporary stadium facility.
Lee Primm, the Director
of. Special Projects at MeDaniel, shared the vision for

show, said that t..1cDaniei has been

In celebration of
anniversary
the
accommodations
types of people
order to attract

ing events. The stadium will
have
view

top deck with

a

for

video

Underneath

a

why we paint sorority and fraternity letters for

one

will be an area

for concessions

rooms,

and

team

rooms that will cater to both
males and females.

Use of

the facility will not be restricted

to

was the norm.
Kara Schulreis, another senior and
President of Phi Mu, said that to the final quesaon theemphatic
answer-was "ab50h:t~~
rain or shine."

What does AST stand for?
Not Alpha Nu Omega!
WHITNEY COTHORN
Staff Reporter

and memo-

rabilia, as wel.1 as resrrooms,
training

games, what we eat and drink during the game,
what the general small school experience is like,
and whether having so many students at games

full

recording.

sporting events.

brary, the staff will be looking to the future
and making advances that will benefit ev-

the Hoover Library's 20th
staff is planning to make
for all of the different
at McDaniel College.
In
more students to the li-

named

at the top seven coileges tor tailgaung ana fiat
we will be juxtaposed against much larger Divi-

Hoover Library's 20th·Anniversary:
Looking at our past, planning for our future
LAUREN MURRAY
Co-Copy Editor

Carissa Grove, a senior

II'

Stadium renovations to be completed by next Fall
the new stadium.
The new facility will be
able to seat 1400 fans, an
improvement on the limited
seating cu.rrently available.
The entire grandstand
will
have a brick facade with additional materials of glass,
steel, and concrete.
There will be press and
media boxes, coach's areas,
and an entertainment
center
for fund raising and recruit-

tailgating experience.

Phi Mu, said that she and her sisters were asked

eryone.
[essame Ferguson, director of Hoover
Library, wants to create an atmosphere that
"supports different students with different
needs:' In celebration of the academic diversity, she plans on creating different environments
in the library.

During the spring of 2011, one of McDaniel's local sororities
disappeared only to resurface as something they never used to
be. ''Alpha Nu Omega is definitely a part of Alpha Sigma Tau's
history at McDaniel but they're not the same," said the Alpha
Sigma Tau Educational Consultant Emily Hamsher.
Only six girls from Alpha Nu Omega transitioned over
to Alpha Sigma Tau, including the current President Austin
Westermann. "There's no bad blood between the girls who
transitioned and the girls who didn't. The ones who didn't had
personal reasons which you have' to respect." The girls who
were apart of Alpha Nu Omega last year were offered bids that
are go~ for a year to join Alpha Sigma Tau along 'with other
alumni of the local sorority.
Westermann also talked about how long of a process it was
for the members of Alpha Nu Omega to find a sorority that
fit what they were about as a group. Alpha Sigma Tau became
the best choice.
.One of the things the girls had to do in order 'to get the
sorority to come to campus was increase their nurnbers to 40 girls. r\lthough they had the nwnbers in the s ring,
it d~ndled in the summer by at least half due to grad~ting
seruors.

national
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Welcome to the McDaniel Free
Press Community Showcase edition!

In this issue, we choose to spotlight members of
the McDaniel College community who are doing
exceptional things. Do you know of somebody
who is deserving of recognition? Tell us by
emailing freepress@mcdaniel.edu and they may
be featured in our next issue.

a lot of changes Jately. You

may have noticed the downsizing of our print efforts and more frequent posting to the website. This is in an effort to join the ranks of
other college and real-world media organizations
online journalism has to offer.

in exploring

To our readers, we appreciate that you have stuck by us through
these changes, and hope that you continue to be patient as we continue
to learn with the industry. Surely, even more changes are ahead. We
ask you to remember that this is a student-run
publication.
learning while working together to reach a common goal.
this process,

a Letter

easier by putting

can we improve?

to the Editor

What content

do

releva~t?

You can alv:ays
or swend us an email, or find an editor

But right now, we're trying to make it a bit

out a survey, which will be accesible
announcements.

Oh, and whoever

to win one of two gift certificates

on our website

takes th~ survey will

to Mustang

Hanna
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we ask you to help us by giving us feedback.

do you like? Where

you want to see? Do you find ou.r content
and talk to us in person.

ARTS AND CULTURE
EDtTOR

what

Three staff members went to the Journalism Interactive conference in College Park a couple weekends ago, and brought back so many
ideas. Our staff has been researching what other college newspapers
are doing, and we've been brainstorming
solutions to the problems that
everyone is currently facing: How do we adjust deadlines to reflect the
immediacy required by online journalism?; How do we handle the new
ethical issues brought about by new media?; What does this mean for
print?; and more.

be entered

SPORTS EDITORS

WEB EDITOR
Megan Robinson

Web StaH

The Free Press has been going through
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McDaniel beat Juniata 23-19 at the Homecoming
Game. The snow cancelled the Homecoming
Parade, but couldn't hinder the Green Terror spirit,
as fans stuck by the team despite the cold weather.
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McDaniel Students Help Boys and Girls Club with Writing
LISA VASAPOLLO
Features Editor

Over the past five weeks, members of the Boys and Girls Club
of Westminster
to McDaniel

have been coming

College

to

work with

student consultants on essays they
will be given recognition for.
The idea for this partnership
between
the McDaniel
Writing
Center

and Boys and Girls

of Westminster
last year when
the Writing

Club

(BGC\XI) started
Lisa Breslin was

Center

director.

She

had done a program with the students that involved them entering
a scholarship
essays.

contest

by writing

Owen HOrton, the current acting director of the Writing Center,
was approached
by Beth Tevis,
one of the Boys and Girls Club's
Honorary
Board members,
and
they talked about what they could
do for the students since there was
no scholarship
concesr that they
could point them to this year. The
result was a six-week program
would allow the BGCW
to work with current
students on essays.
''1 really wanted
would

a program

get the students

about

academic
I~

that

members
McDaniel
that

to think

achievement
m~~

ac:ade'nic::

achievement.
Too often their ath_
letic achievement or extra circular
achievement is what is celebrated,
so 1 wanted something that would
make them think about their writing as a special thing that they can
do," said Honan.
In order to recognize

them to have something
to work
toward like a goal that would keep
them

interested,

engaged

throughout

dents, Horton came up with the
ideas for a "prose-slam,"
which is

and

the process,"

involved

~or the Writing

by working

Center

Breslin.
Breslin

approached

me

saying that they work with BGCW
on Wednesdays

and

also wanted

out,"

Dr. Panek
Publishes
Tenth
Book on
Detective
Fiction
Before Sherlock
Holmes: How
Magazines and
Newspapers Invented
the Detective Story
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''We are really hoping

positive experience," said Horton
"We have nine young writers and
I think they are really excited to

in

tons

seriously

Hall at 4 p.m. The event is open
to the McDaniel and Westminster
communiries.

Dr. Pan-

realization.
nobody

them

er McKelly Carnes said that ~he
likes doing the program because
it "gives me something
to share
with others and helps me add detail to make my story sound berrer."
The BGCW members read their
stories on November
9 in Hill
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things,"
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Weller.
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before.

Dr.

and West

to meet older people
point

are a mix-

looking

professor
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dent consultants
on his essay.
"It helps me learn how to set
up a story and it's fun to write and
have this experience. Ir's also cool

and

American

For

this

East

Schools

student

That interaction

Story."

AMBER SLATER
Co-News Editor

bers

said Azar,

who gladly agreed.

English

rni-

The Boys and Girls Club mem-

and Lisa

wanted

"rhis sense of ownership and performance
with it. 1 also wanted

and enjoys that it will

help him with his education

like a poetry slam but has stories
being read instead of poetry.
"We wanted to celebrate but
them to sort of have

the
the
the

junior, Ben Azat, got

last semester

"Usa

to continue
working
wid!
BGCW and help out with
current program.
Aznt loves

experience

said Horton.
McDaniel

these stu-

motivated,

WestminsterDetectiveLibrary/
Home.html

out:

Financial Side of McDaniel: Stadium Renovations
CHARLES MULLIN
Co-News Editor,
Co-Commentary
Editor

The bottom floor is dedicated [Q sports staff like the
officials, visiting team and coaches. The second floor
will contain hospitality rooms as well as cateting, the
president's
box and rooms for radio, television
and
press. The top floor will contain an overhang that will

The renovations on Bair Stadium-expected
the 2012 football season-s-will
be a proud

to finish by
accomplish-

ment for nor just the faculty involved, hut the alumni of
McDaniel College as well. The funding for the projected
9.5 million dollar budget was the first capital project
vided completely by gifts and donations.

pro-

For many years, Bait Stadium just didn't fit with the
campus aesthetically, The Board of Trustees (along with
the Institutional
Advancement
Division) made a decision

protect

film crews during

In order
an effective

The stadium

lieved, would complete the campus equation by building
stadium that would meet students' expectations.

popular
athletes.

Vice President of Economics
and Business Ethan Seidel,
and a few trustee members. As part of a more compre_
hensive objective,
the stadium
dents

the committee

renovations

looked

as a recruiting

tool for future stu-

for Western

Maryland

and had previously
College

from 1957

to 1960," said Ken Gill. "1 really valued my college education. 1 felt like this was a wonderful

way to say thank you

to McDaniel. We previously had the worst stadium complex despite our popular tailgating. It was hurring recruiting because it was not a very attractive building."
The first few years progressed
slowly as the committee
extensively dis<:ussed the changes that would be made and
how much money would be used. It was very important to
renovate the stadium in a way that would be similar to the
campus'currentarchitecrure.
Because many current McDaniel athletes said they
loved the charge down the hill from Gill Gym, the committee decided to keep the locker rooms in Gill and just
build team rooms in the stadium bottom floor. A new access road will also be built to ease transportation.

committee

had to be paid for only

interviewed

countless

alum-

on around

seven networking

groups.

ones, for example, were the mid-'sOs
Finally, committee
members
made

Two

and '60s
personal

contact with each and approached
the situation
matically, often receiving generous gifts in return.

prag-

"It was wonderful. The responses were very positive.
There were a wide variety of personalities
and attitudes,
giving us an opportunity
to bring back alumni
alienated," reponed
Primm.
Alumni

"I was asked to head up this project
played football

on the future of

left

the Gill

ni who were football players, lacrosse, etc. They also
pursued leadership groups like team captains, eventually focusing

a

Any money

expanding

to fund the project, the committee laid out
plan to ask alumni for gifts. Because of the

recent recession, the renovations
through philanthropic
donations.

six }'ears ago to start a Stadium Committee
to oversee all
aspects of the future renovations.
The decision, many be-

Ken Gill became the chair of the committee along with
Director of Special Projects Lee Primm as faculty advisor,

each game.

over in the budget will go towards
Gym locker rooms.

participation

who felt

is usually very low compared

to

many other colleges, so the countless gifts responsible
for the stadium renovations
can be considered
a huge
achievement.
However
look at things

there

is always a better

"I think there is a miSinterpretation
ity of alumni,"
isn't widespread
participation
erating
alumni

way to

of the generos-

said Seider. "There is a lot of it but it
over a large percentage.
There is a low

only in the Annual

Fund which is the Op-

Budget. But when it comes
always generous."

to big projects,

the

are

Some of the largest gifts from alumni
1.5 to two million dollars.

ranged

from

Currently
the stadium committee
is waiting to receive the detailed
architectural
specifications.
Previously, contractors
were hired to look at the floor plans
and confirm that seven months as an estimated time for
construction
was reasonable. The committee
expects to

(Photo Credit:

Ethan Seidel)

This is the final design fo~ t~e ne~1 r~n~v~~~~:
on Bcir Stadium.
The bulldtng wil e
Aoor structure, providing more seats For fans
and press.
start in January.
After the stadium
the renovatio~s
ous construction

.
'.
the spec drawings,
commJttee.re~~\eshase
where numer-

will enter. the ~Id!a;e Pbids on the project.
comparues will.
to build a bidding strat-

"It usually ta~es a ,~ouple of week~ake
sure they bid high
egy," said Seidel.
They have to
u h so as not to lose
enough that they will profit and low eno g
the job at the same time ."

LAR ran into numerous

Although
the ren~vat.Jons ~or ?ural ehanges, the stadium
delays d.ue to last minute .archJtec'
(unless "Snowmaggeme
project IS expected to finish on tl ere dedicated to the d~don" recurs) because many years a~fect Meo's and Women s
signs. The construction
will only
. n .....i hr
Lacrosse.
Many

might

fcar tne

neW

tadiurn con"tructoO
ul ting experience,

8

but they

impede the McDaniel C;~:
~~i~~ng will still alloW f: :
can rest assured that th
u tents all along the outer i
pull up their cars and set P
is the tradition.
Of the stadium,
most state-of-the-art

:~

.'
"1 b lieve it will be one of the
Gill s~Judm'des~gns. It is rewarding to get
stadi

the job done."

Freshman recognized by International Dyslexia Association
much sleep will get her through the next day, and
probably met some people who will turn out to
be her friends for life. And, so far, she thinks
McDaniel is a pretty good fit.
Academically, the first year of college is often
a struggle -for-most due to the added rigor of
classes and freedom to do work or simply avoid
it. Beyond the new academic challenges that college poses for all students, Caitlyn deals with an
extra hurdle: dyslexia.
Megan Hen.ry, Caitlyn's academic coach in Student Academic Support Services, or SASS, explains that dyslexia OCcurs because of problems
with decoding and encoding, which ate phonetic
identifications that interfere with reading fluency.
"Let's see that you or I might see the number
21," Megan says. "She might only see the number 12, or JUSt the one or the two, and that's JUSt
the way the mind sees it."

AMBER SLATER
Co-News Editor
Caitlyn McSorley, a freshman, has spent her first
semester figuri ng out how to be a college student.
She has learned which foods to avoid in Glar, how

Caitlyn refuses to let dyslexia keep her from
achieving, though. In fact, through her hard work
and dedication to academics, Caitlyn has been
recognized by the Maryland branch of the International Dyslexia Association. While Caitlyn
was among eight total srudents to receive honors
from the association, she was the sale recipient
of the Finish line scholarship, a$1,OOO award.
To her coach Megan, the award was no surprise. "She has an e.'Xtreme amount of maturity.

. always open to sugShe always comes prepared, IS . bili define her.
gestions, and she doesn't let her disa
ty
Caitlyn is very actualized,". Megan s~tes'f the classCaitlyn's character shines outsld~ 0 service. She
room as well as through b~r co~mum~nteered
at a
has gone on several mission tr~pS, vol
and funchorse farm for. kids with specIal nee?s, ot of Best
tioned at her high school as the PreSIde
rOBuddies,.which she explains is "a progra.m t~:ti~[el_
motes foendship for people with and WlthO
lec~al and developmental disabilities."
all to
Cattlyn says that "small class sizes that allow Y
"
interact closely with fellow students and professors
drew her to McDaniel during her application process last year.
For Caitlyn, dyslexia does not limit her ability to
shine as a student, a volunteer, or a role model. Karen Hamilton, Acting Director of SASS, feds ~~t
Caitlyn's ability to overcome her disability exemplifies the nature of all students in the SASS program.
K~ren says, "For all students at S~SS, [their di~ability] is a small part of their makeup, but it doesn t
define them."
Caitlyn is an example to the enore McDaniel
community. From her achievements and award from
the International Dyslexia Association, it is apparent that perseverance leads to success, hard work has
benefits, and a disability should never be viewed as
a disadvantage.

r

Weekend Blitz Trips

PROFilE

Rhonda Stricklett
Running

in the

Moment

LISA VASAPOlLO
Features Editor

LAUREN MURRAY
Staff Reporter

After hearing many complaints from McDaniel students
that "there is nothing to do on the weekends," the Office
of Student Engagement made it one of their main goals
to appease this voiced concern.
The office has put in place what they are calling the
'Weekend Blitz Program" to offer different off-campus
activities for undergraduate students to attend on weekends.
"The Weekend Blitz Program is a series of trips to
off campus locations designed to give students different
options of what to do on the weekends," said Lindsey
Henderson, Assistant Director of the Office of Student
Engagement and advisor for the Weekend Blitz Committee.
Henderson explained how the committee chooses trips
by coming up with a list of trips that they trunk students
on campus would want to go on, and then sending out
a Qualtrics survey to get feedback. After the survey has
been reviewed, the committee makes the decisions on the
trips they are going to do for the semester based on travel
cost, ticket prices, the semester schedule and the availabil-

"You know you're gonoa get hurt, you know
you're gonna be tired, but you just have to
reach deep" said Rhonda Stricklett, the research librarian at Hoover Library, about ultra
marathons.
Aside from helping students in the library,
Srrickletr spends her time running and training for ultra marathons.
An ultra marathon is any race that has a
distance greater than 26.2 miles (a traditional
marathon). The distances vary for each race,
but the most popular are 50 kilometers, 50
miles and 100 miles.
Stridclett began her running career as a
member of her cross country team in high
school. After taking a break from running
for almost 15 years, she was able to get-back
into it and rediscover her passion. However,
she was not able to pick up where she left
off; sh~
lost.her endurance and.neede
to slowly start training again.
''1 was surprised at how hard it was for me
to go out and just run two miles, I had lost
everything in that time I took off."
While reintroducing herself to running, it
would have been easy for her at any point to
just quit her training and focus on her career.
She was determined, though, to get back the
endurance that she had at one point in her
life.
She was inspired by her friends who were
running ultra marathons, but never imagined
that she would one day be running her own
long distance races.
'
After helping the man who currently
coaches her with his ultra marathons, she
was inspired; she said «I was so excited about
crewing him, I knew this was definitely an
experience I wanted to have for myself."
After completing her first marathon, she
knew it was possible for her to rake on more
challenging races.
Many runners are faced with pre-race jitters, but with over 100 miles of mountainous,
rocky terrain to face, many could not even
imagine the anxiety that Stricklett faces at the
starting line. She has calmed her nerves since
her first race, but starting out she "usually
didn't sleep the night before."
Her favorite races so far C'I have two, I
can never really decide," she said) have been
a 100 mile run on the Massanutten Mountain
Trails and a race called "The Trilogy," which
is a 3 day race in which the runners "run a 31

offer a way for students
to get off campus

.it)' of

buses.

Events

It may appear surprising thar anyone
could set a goal higher than completing an
ultra marathon, but Rhonda Strickett refuses
to have limits. She wants to run an ultra
marathon on the west coast, where "one of
the issues is the altitude." Stricklett said "it is
a real challenge for those of us from the east
coast."
One of the most difficult things to face in
these long distance races is "the negative self
talk" that she faces. "To some degree you
feel kind of miserable," she laughs. Sometimes she asks herself "why run I doing this?"
and "why do I think this is fun?" There are
other times when she trunks "this is the worst
idea I have ever had, I am just going to start
reading books from now on."
It takes dedication and persistence to
commit to such a time consuming activity,
but Stricklen is a member of the McDaniel
community who acts as a role model for any
students looking for inspiration.
Although training and racing is rough,
she manages to stick it out because she
knows that the best feeling is the satisfaction of "being present in the moment" and
having the best experience "right here, right
now."
Spending hours running, Stricklett has
had time to think and develop her own philosophy about life and running.

will be advertised

and open 3 to 4 weeks before

the actual trip. Students can sign up in OSE by bringing
their McDaniel ID and cash to pay for the trip. A couple
of days before the trip. students will receive an email letting them know where they can get on the bus and any
other additional information.
"Our office budget supplements 60% to 90% of the
ticket price and transportation cost so we can keep the
cost for students as low as possible. In certain situations
such as the Day in DC trip, we are able to offer trips for
free," Henderson said.
Sophomore Joseph Wright joined the committee for a
number of reasons but mainly because "it's the ideal way
to serve an office I care deeply about, affect the general
[population] on campus, and still remain out the eye of
general attention."
Wright would recommend students who are interested
in getting involved on campus to join this organization if
they are willing to do some leg work and not just contribute ideas.
Each semester will feature 6 to 7 trips that will be
offered usually every other weekend either on a Friday
evening or Saturday.
If you would like to get involved with this program,
head over to the Office of Student Engagement and ask
to speak with Lindsey Henderson, or send her an email at
lahenderson@mcdanieLedu.
You can also attend one of
the committee meetings every Friday at Zp.m. in the Leidy
Room.

Join the Free Press!

For her, it

"parallels life" in that you have to "face your

mile race on Friday. a 50 mile race on Sarurday, and a 13.1 mile race on Sunday."

challenges and keep going, you can't give up."

Her favorite part of The Trilogy was
Camping out with all the other runners and

says "that's the beauty of it, when you have

sharing their stories at the end of the day.

to reach deep."

Even though it can be miserable, Stricklett

Mondays, 7:30
Writing Center

Bullying: Let's Beat Let's Talk About Race, Baby
the Deadly Trend
I
Editors Note: This !tory is contributed fry a student on McDaniel
Colleges compus in Budapest, Hlmgary, and previouslY ran in the
McDaniel Messetlger, the netus publication there. To read more stories fro!!, A1cDaniel Europe, check OllllVIV1JJ.tllcdol1ieitIJcssengeron/ine.
uordpress.com.

VERON KIA TREIT
Contributor

"Bullying

losers," said Lady Gaga at one of her concerts, af-

is for

ter one of her fans -l4-year-old
into taking
Gaga

Jamey

Rodemeyer

his own life. His last message

on Twitter:

have done.

"Bye Mother

Paws

up forever."

- was bullied

was addressed

Monster.

Thank

to Lady

you for all you

(wwwdnamagaaine.com.au)

Not only has Lady Gaga started a crusade against bullying, she.
also wants

to meet with the U.S. President

bullying of
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power

fighting.

How serious
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national
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year,
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says
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is a more
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is a relatively

kicking
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even

is the most

way to make

calling,

obvi-

and creating
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his own

"It
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left him comments

like: "JMl1E

UGLY. HE

MUST

DIE!"

one would.

So JUSt do it:)

and

of their victims.

trend

to make
them

was the victim

done

through

harassing,

fun of somebody,

without

the victim's

video,

IS STUPID,
wouldn't

It would

make

e-

spreading
taking
consent.

of this type of bullying

Better"

"I

and delib-

feel left out. Bullies

and involves

websites

and sharing

the victim's

insulting

him/her

newer

Facebook

Rodemeyer
making

exist, accord-

("pack"

("physical,"

that hitting,

the target

mails, chat, Twitter,
rumours,

than

of bullying

may also hide or take away the belongings

pictures

that
suicide

children

and levels of bullying

life a living hell. It can involve

Jamey

reported

showed

bullied

the

way to bully the victim.

Emotional

Cyber

schools

studies

and the medium

is included.

erately
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likely to commit

of fear of being

the mode

bullying

ous and direct

too.

anonymous
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ANNO

care if you died. No
everyone

WAY more

Rodemeyer

terrorized

teenager

than death.
vision

More

them

who

saw no other

strengthened

laws upon

er driving

is not the first and not the last confused,

anti-bullying

in schools

enforce

ently. She taught Spanish at local,

of brown, but to my surprise,
there was an Asian, a Hispanic,
and a Caucasian student there. It
was a room full of openness and
freedom, and for once in my life,
race wasn't a taboo topic. The ACe
has students of different erhrucities

alternative high schools in Carroll

types geared towards minorities,
such as the stereotype that both
African Americans and Hispanics
are poorly educated and doomed
to forever live in poverty. However,
the. srude.m.s

such as blacks (Nige.ri" ...." in partic",-

more ..bout the cultu""

lar) and Caucasians. The Multicul-

confirms

tural club aids students in learning

increase in minorities. The class of

,,~ McDaniel

those

way

out of their troubles

laws have to be passed
in order

who hurt

to protect

innocent

to take their own young

and super-

the victims

kids-like

and

Rodemey-

lives.

College

do not fit into these boxes. Me-

good

job of

making sure that the college has a
diverse student population because
it has more minorities than most
of the same sized schools here
in Maryland and there are plenty
of clubs that introduce different
cultures.
At Goucher College in Towson, Maryland, there are 174 black
students compared to McDaniel
College's 270 black srudenrs, Another small liberal arts college by
the name of Hood College which
is in Frederick, Maryland, has 238
black students. Goucher College
has 77 Hispanic students compared
To McDaniel's 80 and Hood has
82 compared to McDaniel. Finally,
Goucher College has only 50 Asian
students compared to McDaniel's
106 Asian students; Hood College
has sixty Asian students.
Not only are the number of
minorities at McDaniel College
high, but McDaniel CoUege has

happier!"
Jamey

as part of this college and part of
what this school could do differ-

There are many negative stereo-

of high

property.

of U.S. public
more

of kids doing

and "eyber-bullying'')
and "cyber'').
spitting

times

20%

research.

Physical

Coalition, and the Multicultural
Club. During my first meeting of
the BStJ, there were many shades

Staff Reparter

Daniel College does a

are different

ing to the number
vidual"

SHAYLA BARFIELD

has the

she Tweeted

survey,

Furthermore,

each day because

ABC News

to the

with our President.

happened.

on a daily basis. Yale University

victims

to put a stop

am meeting

is the bullying-epidemic?

to a

students

2007-2008

'1

This must end. Our generation

to end it. Trend

soon after the tragedy

home

kids:

partnered with the College Bound
Foundation to identify and recruit
inner cit}' low-income minority students from Baltimore City.
Additionally, McDaniel offers
six-to-eight full tuition scholarships
to highly qualified Baltimore City
students annually. McDaniel also
continues to parmer with College
Visions from Providence, Rhode Island [Q identify and recruit students
of color. Lastl}; college staff participates in college fairs conducted
by 100 Black Men of Maryland,

Arts CounCil

org

even fun things such as food from
backgrounds around the world.
It seems as if McDaniel College
has a high number of minorities, or
at least more than competing colleges. Yet again, there arc clubs that
encourage diversity, but maybe this
is a one-sided or superficial view
of looking at things. Does anyone really sit down and talk to the
students about the subject of race?
1n interviews that I conducted
some students said that they ;ere
unaffected by being a minority. One
Ghanaian student said that she has
"experienced racism" but she really
"doesn't care" because in "most of
her classes" she is the only black
person. Even in the Psychology of
\Vomen, it states, "Female students
of color are especially ignored in
the classroom." One Mcican-Amer_
ican student said that it was a "culture shock" and one Hispanic said
that he has not experienced racism
but he "wouldn't be surprised if
it happened

because you Cannot

simply disregard the fact that you
are pan of a minority group and

certain perceptions

of minorities.

She felt as if her job was not to
teach a language, but understand

201

i""df. She

that McDaniel has had an

s- is comprised

of

25% minori-

ties and as a whole 14 to 15 percent
are minorities. However, she says
that some students still feel isolated
and disconnected.

She believes that

regardless of numbers, students
should feel a pan of the majority
and it is not only up to the Office
of Diversity and Multicultural
fairs (ODMA),

Af-

but the students and

the college as a whole. As a student,
community

member, worker, and

alum of McDaniel College, she has
always wanted
solution.

to

be a part of the

There is absolurelv

no reason to

be skeptical about being a student
at McDaniel College.

It is under-

Standable that many freshman
students may nor know what to
expect during their college experience because they are venturing
away from home and most of
them have grown up in one place
all of their lives with one view of
the world around them. Slowly,

there are always extremists that will
call you out because of vcur race. "
Most s;Udems feel asif -they are ..

adapt to because students will take

not racist but a little biased because
all of their lives, they have grown

people that have the same interests

up around people like themselves.
\Vhile race is a hard factor to ig-

but surely, college will be easier

to

classes, join clubs, and travel with

and race won't matter. A blogger
by the name of Aaron Thompson

nore, McDaniel has so many unique

who is a professor

Eastern Kentucky College says that

National Hispanic Fair, and the
Hispanic Latino Fund

backgrounds that there is no way
students who attend this colle e
g
won't learn to think in creative ways
that they've never had to before.

MCDaniel
has many cultural
clubs such as the Black Student

Mahlia Joyce, who is the director
of Multicultural Affairs at M.cDan

National cOuncil of Negro Men,

www Carrol! County

about the traditions, religion, and

County where the majority of
srudents were Caucasian and had

Union, the Asian Community

iel CoUegc, has always seen herself-

of sociology at

diversity enhances self-awareness,
expands worldliness, and enhances
the multiple perspectives developed
by a liberal arts education.

tel COllege

McDan-

exemplifies diversity in a

positive and life

changing

way.

New Athletic Director seeks to move McDaniel Athletics
in a positive direction through community building
CATHERINE

act details were not disclosed,

FRONDORF
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Staff Reporter
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coach at the University
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experience
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Greatest
sports
stories
of all time: the Underdog stories- Mira(le; Jessie Ownswith Hitler watching, U.S Men's soccer beating England in the 30's, and the Saints winning the
Superbowl after Katrina- special times with special teams willed on by the entire city.
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You may recall that the McDaniel Free Press went online last semester, and this issfill the case. Go
to our website to check out new articles, photos, and videos posted daily! On this page, you can
see a sampling of what to expect to see online.

Smoke on the Hill

The Lighter Side

ANNIE BROWN
Staff Reporter

of the Campus Safety Blotter
balls hitting plastic" in North Village. And,
as we all know, drinking games are highly
prohibited in campus housing. The officer

CUllEN
MURRAY·KEMP
Co-Commentary
Editor

had no choice but to, as the great Notorious
With the pressure of football season and
mid terms building, Campus Safety has seen
a supreme increase in alcohol violations
from last year here on the Hill. In fact, the
months of September and October have
had 35 alcohol related write ups in comparison to the 20 of those months in 2010.
The past Halloween/ "Snowcoming'
weekend welcomed many party prone
alumni, Current McDaniel
students
felt it
necessary to show off just how well they
had learned to party-making
liguor luges,
basting brownies and cookies with all sorts
of psychedelics and roughing it in the
subzero Halloween monsoon for the classic
McDaniel Homecoming beat down of the
opposition.
Yet the past two months of McDaniel
mischief was not held only to "Snowcom-

mg."
According to an arrest report a campus safety officer "heard the sound of ping pong

aIG once put it, "Kick in the door waving
the Four-Four." Once the firefight came
to a stop and only gun smoke filled the air,
alcohol citations were promptly handed Out.
September/October
delinquents were
everywhere on the Hill. A group of Westminster juveniles were sniffed out by a
Campo officer, and found in the baseball
dugout huffing and puffing on a pack of
Marlboro

Reds

(rhey're

called cowboy

for a reason-x-I guess-these

killers

teens didn't get

the Marlboro Man memo).
The dugout was a hotspot for McDaniel Bob Marley wannabees too. Thinking
"Didn't someone just get in trouble for
smoking cigarettes in the dugout? Well then
Campo will certainly not catch us smoking
pot there," a group of brilliant McDaniel
students hauled off to toke up in the dugout. With the Campo nose on high alert, it
wasn't long before the geniuses were hauled
off to McDaniel Jail.

TALKING ABOUT TELEVISION

We've all heard rhe Family Guy
theme song. It's ironic, bemoaning
the lack of old-fashioned
values
on television, mostly because

but old-fashioned
values. But
it does lead to a few interesting
questions. How much sex on TV
is a good thing? How much is roo
much? How much is enough to
sell a show convincingly? Is being
left to the imagination better than
no holds barred? Are our appetites for sexual simulation causing
problems in society? Do we even
care?
Sex on television is a clifficulr
thing to get done. Because of the
FCC controlling the airwaves,
mereis a sec of ruleawe've
e!l
seen the side-boob. That sliver of
skin right before the artfully Cut
shirt or bathing suit. And if you've
ever seen a show on the Cw, you
know that they sell sex, or at least
the premise of sex, heavily on

Family Guy represents

their shows. I~s a lone episode

Baring
It All:
The Implications of
Sex on Television
LAURA NICHOLS
Staff Reporter

anything

nonsmokers

alike, and when I

was eight my dad and J were
rear-ended by a guy who was
lighting a cigarette

while driving,

causing me enough physical injury that I had to go to physical
therapy for a year. So through
this negative association, the
concept of smoking does not
make me tOO happy.
I don't enjoy having to get
into Hill Hall as quickly as possible in the mornings
simply
to avoid my exposure to the

of teenagers

amount

of

smoke

I'm e"posed

to. But since, I've slightly modi-

stench of smoke. It forces me

fied my stance in part because,

to eliminate a few more precious moments that could be
spent breathing in fresh outdoor

probably

enact a campus-wide

smoking

ban, it would not be

air. It even Emits the number

met without

though

the administration

could

resistance.

SEX ON THE Hill

Everyone Dies Famous
on a Small Campus
FOREST FLEISCHER
Staff Reporter

when someone doesn't take their
shirt off, male or female. For example, The Secret Circle has been
on for only a handful of weeks,
and on many of those episodes,
the same character has taken off
his shirt. But. one could argue that
that's what viewers want to see on
theCW
Sexy characters make an appearance on all of the big five net- _
works and on cable. If you've ever
watched an episode of The Secret
Life of the American Teenager,
sex is mentioned about 50 times in
every single episode. Secret Life,
however, is a ridiculous television
show, used by ABC Family (and
therefore Disney) TO show the
hazards of sex, and the overcomplicated relationships
in high school.

I'm not really a big fan of
'smoking. It smells pretty bad,
it's unhealthy for smokers and

of people I can greet before
class. Even if people smoke
15 feet away from the building like they're supposed co, it's
still quite difficult to avoid the
smoke. And, as an English majoe, this isn't something 1 want
to have to do for the next four
years of my academic life since
I'll be spending most of my
time around that building.
On Oct. '13, the question
of whether smoking should be
banned on campus was discussed in the forum. Before I
went to this meeting, I thought
that a ban on smoking might be
the best option for this campus.
It would certainly reduce the

Here it comes.
The awkward moment
that you were hoping to
avoid, but, you know you
can't. Maybe if you quickly

met a cute and conveniently
single person and proceeded to hook up with them.
It was fun at the time, but
now as yon are passing each
other in Red Square you are
not having fun at all.
So what do you do in this
situation?

head down another sidewalk they will not notice
you. Maybe.
Let's be honest- you already made the awkward
ey~ contact so the only·
thing now is to wave or to
pretend it never happened.
But it did happen. It actually happened last night.
You went to a party and

On a campus as small as
McDaniel's the only thing
you can do is face your
hook up with confidence.
For many people this be
comes a normal debate.
Most people on this campus
said that they would at least
say "hi" to their fling and
try to pretend like nothing
happened.

FOR THE FULL STORIES, GO TO WWW.MCDANIELFREEPRESS.COM
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Welcome to the "Best of 2011·2012 Issue" of the McDaniel Free Press!
This has been a year of many changes, not only for the paper, but for the
McDaniel Community.
We began this year with a new adviser, as Lisa Breslin become a dean
in the Academic Affairs office. The new year also brought a new format
for campus announcements, the new meal exchange program for campus
dining, a brand new online portal called OrgSync, and that strange new
number system in the Pub.
Of course, there have been bigger changes. the loss of the Ravens, the
loss of some members of our community like Professor Harry Rosenzweig,
the initiation of the stadium renovations, resignations of several coaches
and of the Provost, Tom Falkner, and more. ~any of these stories, we reprint here as a collection of the most important or most well-written stories
of the year.
,
If if's the first time you're reading them, that's because you haven't
been checking our website. The Free Press has concentrated our efforts

on the web this year, as we desperately needed to keep up with the
progression of journalism in the real world in order to provide our writers
with a decently realistic experience to prepare them for future careers.
Not all of our staff members are future journalists, though, and we realize
that for everybody, writers and readers both, this transition has not been
easy.
Thank you to our loyal readers who have stuck with us through this
The work we've done has been worth it.
Creating this issue has been a reflective experience,
but also a
motivational one. Next year, we will be able to hit the ground running
with a fully-functional website, new advertising model, and publication
both online and in print, all because of the hard work of the Free Press
staff and editors this year.
year.

Please join me in looking back at this year, and looking ahead
next. I can't wait to see what it holds.

to the

Hanna Barker, Editor-in-Chief

EDITORIAL
NATHAN WUERTENSERG
Managing Editor
I started

OUt on

[he

ever gOt any comments
Free Press

staff as a casual commentary
writer.
My freshman
year was
smack dab in the middle of (he
2008 election and I had quite a
few things to say. I didn't really
think anyone was reading to be
honest but I enjoyed
it nonetheless. (wrote
articles because
it was fun and easy and'
guess
I had nothing
berrer to do. It
was nice to write
grades,

like that.

no professor

No

bloodying

your paper with a red pen,
nightmares
where you think

no
it's

the day after your work is due
and you haven't turned it in and

on. Igor

several hundred.

I read them

They

nice.

were

nor

Apparently

suggesting that the stereotype that
black people tip less might nor be
true and might,

in facr, be a ste-

reotype was a bit controversial. It
was around thar point that I realized J might actually have to invest myself in my contributions

to

the Free Press. So, I started working

even

harder

on

my articles

and at the Free Press in general.
My sophomore

year I became the

editor of the Commentary
section
and stayed there uncil this year. I've
wrirren more hard-hitting

pieces in

that time (I covered the Green Terror meme last year) but I'll always

you wake up with the swears.
Nothing
like thar. There wasn't

have a safe Spot for myoid
Opinions are awesome.

any of the usual pressure associated with school.
Then. I carne to the crushing

This year, however, has brought
more change to the Free Press than
I have ever seen. As co-Editor-in-

realization

fact,

that

reading

writing.

J

P"<'>ple w"r",

the

wrote

in

things

I was

one piece

after

the election
about why I had
supported
John
McCain
as a
registered
Dernocrar.
After that
came our people started
coming up to me and sharing conspiratorial
McCain-supporter
winks with me. It was like there
was some son of secret network
of mavericks
and they were all
reading my stuff.
Then, I wrote an article about
Oprah and tipping that was POsted online. It was the only article [

We are pleased

+

Chief

tried

"nd

Managing

to make

that

section.

Edi,or

MANAGING
EDITOR
Matthew Arnold
WEB EDITOR
Zachery Brown
ART DIRECTOR
Hanna Barker
CHIEf
PHOTOGRAPHER
Cairlin Bennett
COpy EDITOR
Meghan Schatz
fEATURES EDITOR
Lauren Murray

l' ....
e

as smooch

a

rransirion as possible. But, it was
the work of my cc-Edircr
Hanna
Barker that really made sure anything was accomplished.
She has
entirely devoted her life to this
organization
and she's made sure
that our product
will be better
than it ever has been in the past.
I want co thank her personally for
all the work she's done and every_
one else should too. She's awesome (just like opinions).
That's about it.
Peace.

to announce the

2012-2013 Editorial Board
of the McDaniel Free Press!

EDITOR-IN-CHIEf
Kaitlyn Vadenais

The Free Press Introduces New Logo

all.

+

NEWS EDITORS
lisa Vasapollo
Amber Slater
COMMENTARY EDITOll
Trevor Hammond
ARTS AND CULTURE
EDITOR
Abby Richardson
SPORTS EDITOR
Elee Trainor
ADVERTISING
MANAGER
Karly Ziegler
ARCHIVIST
Annie Brown

And the winner i. Graham Miles! would like readers to know that we
We received 18 submissions from only counted votes from McDaniel
nine students, and hundreds of votes! community
members,
daub;
C:-0ngfotulations
to our runners-up:
checking this using the
Barley Hylbom and Mong;e Moreno,
faculty directories
located on rne ,
d
There was some controversy
Thank you to all who sub lOr t
over. one of the submissions, which
Iogos ,an d/ or voted '10 ~~r" contesthe'
received on overwhelming amount
Don t forget
to
[ike
of votes, In the interest of Fairness
free Press on facebook
to sta~
and transparen'cy, the Free Press
updated
about
future
contests,

$lUd.n't

'"e

The Lighter Side
Campus Safety GUt

ears

p

CULLEN MURRAY_KEMP
Co-SporbEdilor

P
0

of the Campus Safety Blotter
Drinking and Street

revent

~top there.

A few nights

later a

bew freshman lost their cool and
began. ripping posren off the walls, .
~e
spring season has offi<::ial1y reakl~g doors, eating drywall and
arnved at MeDaniel College and
COmmitting about every other type
of ~andal!sm imaginable. After a
Students are doing their best to
continue
the
heavy
drinking,
:;e3JI
Investigation by campus
non-Stop partying
spring break
rys rncsr potent detectives the
atmosphere.
perpetrators Were apprehended and
sl-ri:_pedwith a hefty fine.
In fact, over the last few months

:x'

'J
'
(?) EpJ ernlc

Racing

Quick thinking

from Campbell

I:

her to Webster's secret h:~::
s~he
(an underground
I.'Y'.' ,h""~
b Id g
'/
~:m~~;wS::t).

u~h:nwas in luck.

The spare set was there!
be t (0
JUSt as the final race was a u for
t:ke p~ace (a no holes b~lc~:P on
plflksllpS), the Durango P scattered

McDanie.1 and rhe surrounding
commurury
have had a number
of issu~ with all of the fun being

Anne peeps parents were not happy.
C
Campbell,
Director of the
ampus Safety Office, was the brunt

the seen. The ruckus crowd et~racing

~:~~

:I~he

Campbell had saved the d~\in
and
In reaction to all of the drin cr!nid

seen in the Carroll County

Last week a few noble Rouzer
students dC'cided they too had not
had enough fun on spring break
and took to thC' Rou:r.er parking
lot to COntinue their drinking and
carousing. A beer pong table was sec
up and in no time campus safety was
on the scene. Armed with ping pong
balls and guilty looks the students
were no match for the officets who
toked pepper spray and nightSticks.
The pseudo spring brC'ak fun was
soon PUt to an end and citations
were handed OUt accordingly.
The Rouzer shenanigans did not

::

plethora of pissed-Qff-phone_
from the parC'nts. The rant did

~~~~:~~ becaue

a Campo crisis

Campbell received another phone
ca.!! fro~ a franti.:::student who was
Wlt.nesslng the annual ded(~t d
ra<::lng.(t was like a SCene from ~g
and ~urio~
~:~:~

(Tokyo Drift), with th;

::ie!ir~

in bj~nis,

and

only Campo car tha7~~~H~
The
theseDSpeeding bandits w: t~~
ge urango!

~:

C::;:sw;:~
lC'ft for the

prob.lem. Director of

Z~':!::

the Durango

keys

IiWebst~r, had

inor~:t ~~~

:r:~!:e:;~~r~e;;~i::ion.

Ann

street racing, Campo and M driving
reamed up to buy a drunk
NE
simulation machine called SID
(pronounced Sidney), Campo ho~
that SIDNE will help McDanl~
students realize that drin~n~, a~r
especially drinking while driVing gh
whilC' watching a drag race th~U
McDaniel's campw) is a bad dung·
1Ju Lighter SitU of the QtmpJlS
Sa_foty 81oftn- is h.utd (somaimes IXf1
loosely) 011 nltnts.from
tht eampJlS
Sa_fory Crime log and shaul4 not bf
inttrpmfd 4S truth. 1his columll isfor
tnkrt4inmmt

pU"fOUI

only.
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Co-Sports

Editor
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"language,
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last

professor,
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rC!Um

10

I most
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has

time

he

"so
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scholarship,
and

a

new

was

much

ideas,

technologies.

thnt

changed

is new:

new

some

the Class of

ZOlllWlSthefimclasstograduateunder

of

profile

catching

Between

"bus)'eight)'ears,"
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to the college's

the

sr.,1ffduringhistenureashismosrrlOtabl~
accomplishmcm,

saying

announced

16.

hi~ resignation,

Falkner
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Baltimore Ravens relocate, no

longer part of McDaniel farruly
CULLEN
Co-Sports

Our: persistence

AMBER SLATER
Co-Nf.lW5 Editor

pertinent
Tailgating. for most, might be
as an atw.;tY th:lt. ends
when a foot'bill g_ame· begitts. At
McDartie~ thQugh,tailg&tillg·
and
the game are one entity, and our
unique style of barbeq1.ring: and tern
hopping
chrough encire foorbatl
$M1¢S has nowgruned
national
liucnrion.
On. Saturday, September 10,The
WcarherChannel
tame to our home
gamt against ,M()!1lVil'lrl in ol'der ttl

tapnu:e oOturuque tailgating style.
Chris Counts,· a field producer
tram the show, said that ~rcDirticl
has been n!U)le<tone or the- top
Seven colleges for tailgucingand ;hat
we \ViU be jUXelipbsed against much
la,rgex Pj,"jsiM
I s~at.e. schools.
Th(: goal .is.ro c~n"ey views that
$17.e ?f

a scho~;.

irs core, 15 the same.
Channel
of. the

nor only
b~!t

fOQtage
.same.
int.etYiewed stUdentsllSweilin order
to better Ilndeistilnd the McDaniel
tailgating experience. Cacissn Grove,

lOQk .

a

senior

Phi Mu,said

that

she

iUld

her

especially

to· the . downpour

due

in the days le\:lding up to and the
directly

hours.

thegarne.
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Casey
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WOO't
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\\te

'

set

McDaniel

bleachers;
ste.rQWdy
games
in.

instead, they'll
of I;prnhqic .and ~tudent.:; traipsing

from one tent to. thene:n, clltc:hing
up with: frie_odsil.nd pnuslng: every
now Md again to cheer 6n the

,_.

Senior Man Oraayer, President
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tnde,the

of

c,i:tims that he
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typ.icaJ one.
being able

more

"1

Sjgm~

love

to

for a

Wliltchthe

game \'I'bile! grill and enjoy nlegal
drink," he $tilted,."lt's

nice not to be

sisters were i\sked why we
pahlt sorority and ftlltetniry' lett.ers
for .games, what we e:l.t and drink.

confined to -a seM because
see all my friends."

during thegamc,\Vhat
the gcneul
smallschbQl c._'~perienceis like, and

to

Whether haVing sbmany $tudents at'
~ameswas the norm·
KlIrn $thulteili, anqthc[ senior:and
President of Phi:?-.Iu, sa:.id that to the
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the Tcstof the ,veekl"
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face the facts: A rnonumenral
factor for why people recognize
IvfcDaniei College (and the city of
\X'esttninster for that matter) is that
the Baltimore Ravens hold training
Let'S

camp
on the campus.
Ravens
enthusiasts come from far and wide
to see the all-workl defense grind
through the hot summer days led by·
the frighteningly' motivating voice of
Ray Lewis. Onlookers gfIwk at the
NFL's tOp tier running ba~ R..1}'Rice
dash over, under, and through unexpecting rookies.
Yet, as of Dec. 2, 2011, McDaniel
College will no longer be hosting the
The Baltimore Ravens announced
in. December
black and purple. The team will now , hold their training camp at McDantel College,

.
that they

Will

noionger

be playing their preseason foot~
at
Ravens home base in Owings Mills.
According to a Ravens press release,
the moye ,vas prompted by a number
of ~ons
including insufficient
practice facilities (such as no in~oor

\'('esm-unster as a child.
Senior
business
major
:md
avid Ravens fan Greg Bowman
remembers his initial attraction to
the college: ''Aside from the golf
program, the Ravens training camp

the coaches ~o~ht
~ere ~s a lack
of concenrrauon,
~!del srud.
.
"W'estminste:t busmesses, especially
restaurants and the Best \X/estern, ~
hUI1 financially becau~ many famdies
'l:lcationed to \X'estmmstcr to see the

field), limited space for team tneenngs,
and issues with not bcing able tci have
two-ll-days due to the new collective

was a big reason why I decided to
come to i\kDaniel ... It's tOO bad to
see them go."

full'ens prac.oce .. ~ere
the CoI~~
will take a big hit IS from a publioty
standpoint," continued Seidel.

bargainingagreemem
(CBA).
Many pepple on both sides of dle

Ethan Seide~ Vice President for
Administration
and Finance, dealt

The Itwens are not the only NFL
being forced to move l\W:l)' from

field, McDaniel
and the ibvens
,organization, are sentimental about
the decisiolT. Mary Jo Colbert,
Director
of
Conference
and
Auxiliary Services here at McDaniel,

with the Ravens relationship widl the
college. He recognized the lure of
Ravens camp for high schoo seniors
looking at J\kDanie~ but he also is
aware that now that the R..wens have

the respective colleges or universities
because of the CHA. Nineteen NFL
organizations, including AFC North
opponents, the Cincinnati Bengals
wil! be moving camp to their borne

said remorsefully, "this is where the
R:weJ1s have always trained (the paM

lefTthey are gone, for good.
The departure
of the

15 years) and 1 am sad to see d1cm
go .. , it feels like a loss."
,
During a press conference, evcn

training camp at McDaniel will not
burden the college financially at all,
yet we will see an impact on the

Ravens

Ravens owner Steve Bisciotti spoke
about how his love for football

public relations end, said Seidel.
'The Ravens coaching sraff had

began

weigh performance

watching the team practice in

to

againSt PR, and

facilities. The Bengals also will be
ending a IS-year relationship with
theircollegecounterpart,Georgerown
College. The only AFC North team
to continue training away from home
will be the PittSburg Steelers, who .
spend rheir summers in Latrobe, "PA'
at St. Vincent's College.

BRANDON DULANY
Stoff Reporter

Find a time slot that fits you
best and fill our your information.
An email notification
will be

The McDaniel \'{Iriting Center,
where students
can get free
feedback on written work, is
making it easier for students

sent before your appointment
remind-you ..

to
this
the

schedule
appOlOnnentS
semester. Owen Horton,
Writing
Center
director,

has recently created an online
schedule with the intention of
encouraging
more
use the service.

students

to

If

up on a waiting list.
opens

in fact it

due to a cancellacion,

a

rexr message will be sent to your
cell phone, alerting you' of the
opporturnry
',\'{Ie wanted

website

3

would integrate
said Horton.

click the link tirled, "Register

re.xtmessageandemail

new

provided
aid.
The

AddicionaUy, if you want a
particular
time but it is not
available, you are stillable to sign

All one needs to do is go to
the Writing Center page on the
McDaniel College website and
for

to

that

features,"

This website does thatinirs use of
notification.

an online appointment
now:"
Once an account is made the

It also provides gateways to other
resources for students. A link for

online schedule is open for use.

the Purdue Writing

Lah is supplied

-

Portal to Ease
Students' lives

at the bottom of the page, along
with several other links, These are
for additional

online

sloppiness
including

srudenr

scheduling

BRANDON DULANY
Staff Reporter

rids the

of pen and
c:lncellations

paper
and

One recent
has housed

the prevention
of annoyances
such· as double-booking.
The
program benefits nor only the
staff of the center, but the
student body as well.
Horton
staff's

explains

job is made easier, it is

The W.riting Center is open on
Sunday from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00

l
l

p.m., Monday through Thursday

~;;~~~

~~:::~o~m~/~l~:~.

implementing
the Writing
Center's new online scheduling
system ..

p~:.:~~

p.m.

ta~in~ ov~~~;
With Its tme
nt
IT depo
I'
make s,IU en 5

d

lives easier.
d l 50
Because
nothing
has change
~nthe
long,
many students
do not fln I
current
McDaniel
home page US~ f u . to

that when the

easier to help the students.

change
is in the do~aif~~o~
the school's
website

long time. Portal will be
.• McDaniel's
homepage.
up to dote features,
the
hopes
thct Portal
will

One
5tud~nt
said,. "It's a~n~YII:9 gel
have 10 dick 10 different
lin ""
y
10 where
I want 10
then type In m

,?O,

,:;:err~s~:~~~I~wf:~

password
anyway.
.
a user
With Portal,
it only req~lrr
otion
to login
once.
His/her
10 crm ther
is saved
temporari!y,
and acn1:s~ will
service
a student
wishes to a

f

be ready.
Currently,

Hoover Library implements
'Text a Librarian' service
ANNtEBROWN
Art Director
w""-......
<ud=o,.. _
....._.., .... "'~."'..._
..........
there IS now a new WlIy on campus for them to
~nd ~em. This faU,Hoover Ubraryimplemenred
a servrce csuej "Iexr s Libtarian." The service
has been in the works since last spring and
was de\'eloped by Reference and .Inscructi"onal
Technologies Ubrarian Rhonda Stridclett, who
also9.nswers tex[messages received through the
program alang with Reference and Instruction
Coordinator SallyJones.
The service 9.UO.Wi
students to send questions
ta the Librnry VIa lext message and receive
respon!es from a librarian.
·'Let's say I'm a Student and I want to find
out'Wherecanlfindrese~es?'''saysStricklett.
"'When.a studenrsends a textrrreSsage, it actually
comes In on the computer to us so it's nOt like it

comes in to my phone."
Once the te'Kt message is received, the
computer alerts the librarian, who also receives
an <:mail ...hn", the qu="<>n. F.mn the,c rhe
librarian can type the answe~ "At the from
desk," into a box and hit send. The Student
would receive a text message with an answer in
reply. Typically, it only takes a few minutes for
a response.
The information the library can provide
through the Ten a Librarian service is not
limited to information about the library itself.
Students can teltt all sorts of 'luestions, such
as, "\'(fho was the. sinh preside.m of the United
Sates?" and receive answers.
Of Course, admits Srricklen, [e'Ktingisn't the
beSt way to ask complex questions. However,
it's a good way to stan a conversation. For
example, il "WOuldprobably be better for a
student
to know the effects of music

t~e!~,9.ble

to

clicks
hwoy,

t

from
new

the home page."
'11
She continued,
"Portal
WI
features
like announce~

includt

en" for

the day, athletic
scores,
eV~~'P'Pt\e'
Another
feature
porta
access
to the student's
information.
For example,
An
information
will be readily

is

from
feature
is .a
create

the homepoge.
rtlClllar
Iglich talked
about
a po "There
she w.as excited
about.
IJ con

f

'task'
service
a group
with

wher
your

r

i::ds

and

plan your own events."
.
ded for
This service
is primarily
Intenbe ,lJsed
study group purposes,
but. can
for whatever
students
deCide.
I to be
The IT deportment
expects
porta
,
up and running
by Fall 2012.

~;tb~~~~~St::o;e:~o~u:~%f~:~a!~nCkletti
t

0

a numbe~

home page.
.
officer
Esther Iglich, chief informatlo.n"porlol
in the IT department
said th.ot, center
is like the one-stop
shoppll19 dent to
of websites.
It allows
any stu service
access
their information
or any

on the brain to set up an appointment in the
library. Library appointmems can help srudehrs
utilize.rhelibrary'stoe>lsandcreatesearchrerms
<0 seck information.
Students are not limited to sending text
messages to have their questions anm/etea.
There is also a form online for questions to be
submitted. Students can go to hoover.mcdaniel.
edu and click on "Ask a Librarian" under the
"Need Help?" mb. A database \\~th answers to
frc'luently asked 'luesti.ons is also on that page.
The Text 9.Libranan sen~ce is not limited
to students either, From 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on
1\."londaysthrough Thursdays and 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Fridays, students and aflyone else can
text their 'luestions to 410-346-5640. "We do

::e

it takes

to get to Blackboard,
T~el c~~endar,
student
email, the McDanie
f these
and more.
With
Portal, U0
m the
services
will be accessible
(0

answer questions as p~;le
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McDaniel Increases Bandwidth

410.857.8600

~~~~~o~~ULANY
Faster Internet is noc just a hope
for s~udents at MCDaniel, it's an
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on.goln.g pmcess.
Esther
19tich,
chIef ll1formacion officer at the
IT deparrmem,
said, "Everyone
to two years the IT department
at McD~niel
works
to double
the bandwidth.
It's always being
upgraded."
Many students have. complained
about the speed of the internet at
M~D~nie1, whr;ther ir be through
WI-FI or thro~gh a wired network.
One Student mentioned that, "Later
at night, when you want to do YOUt
work, it's hard because everyone is
on and the Internet is teall}' slow."
T.his student is not alone in his
complaint.
JUSt five }:ears ago the school
was running on 24 megabits. The
IT department
upgraded
that to
50, then a year later 100, and finaily
installed another 100 megabit line

r

in order to give us the 200 megabits

I

we ha;e/ohday.

p~;~ent s~r'

.

h

.d

"about
studentS

80

[0

~~

~c~~S~et~et
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"Sometime
opt!
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te Will be a fiber

internet
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tablets."
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f
''We are an ISP of
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and access b::;~~~:~t~:tPl~eline

entity",

reason fo;r this is so that
The
years, doubling bandWidth n :uture
ill not
b~ as expensive as it usuall

tnternetservicep~oVld~t;aU of the resldenoa

teo

:v

hlrlng private companies ~ IS when
to. the school. The COunties 0 Come
WIU be Cartoll H
affected
Montgomery,

:ndo;~:~:::derick,

The schOol hopes to 0 fr·
~OO megabits We have ~ow ~: the
In the next
upgrade, Which' h 500
~appen wi.thin the next twoS ould
CUrrently It is thOusands of d:ears.
a mon~ to SUpply the sc
liars
~andwldt~ from privatec!:Ola:lth
y tappIng
into this
.p les.
McDaniel will save money Pipeline,
the JUSt a few years ago ·mos
thro:tudents
accessed the inte:nof
,
gh Ethernet
cables. "No e,;
w
,

Iglich

sai~

Of

(lS'~Ber...veen
scudeI1tS,
more, the

classrooms,
~ffices, an~ th [0 the
sch~ol supplies baodWld n."
equlValenr of a small toW .dth, the
''The more bandWl
"ThiS
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IS cQnstantly
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OUr internet
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net LIse.
the other option fOf lflterscudeflC5
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The McDaniel IT depa~tf1'Ithe
continue~
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move
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of Internet usage by sruden .

Ihe workers of Ph)'5icol Plant are McDani,1 (oll'g,'s unsung heroes. Ihe free Press witnessed this firsthand during
our offi" renovalions this Jon Term, which would have been completely unS~[(elsful without !heir help.

Physical Plant:
Much more than meets the
TREVOR HAMMOND
Staff Reporter
McDaniel's campus is comprised of
approximately 70 buildings spr~ad 01.11
over l40acres,whichisa
101 more than
one might think. As a whole, the campus
isexcellent,plentyofspace,yelsrillsmnll
enough 10 get to your 9:40 a.m. class on
time regnrdless of ~e fact that rou woke
up 9:30 a.m.
We're all thankful for certain campus
offices: Academic Aff.airs to get advice
on schedules and academics, Admissions
for ulurnarely allowing us to be h",re,and
the Residence Ufeoffice forgivingusa
place 10 li,.e during the so-<:alled"best
l'ears of our lives."
What some students might nor know
as much about is the Physical Plant.
Loca!",d next to the North Village on
the other side of Pennsrj,'aniaAvenue,
the "under-rbe-rader"
groups of STAff
at the Physical Plant are basically
responsible for the well-being of the
school.
. The Physical Plant is made up of
three subsidiaries: building services and
housekeeping, grounds maintenance,
and building maintenance.
Collectively,
approximately 70 staff members are in
charge of making McDaniel the best it
can be-physically speaking.

George Brenton, Director of the
Physical
Phot Sill'S that, in general,
"mos! of the physical planr- work is
unappreciated because appmximmeh'
60 percent of the v.urk done around
campus
trash

is routine

and cuuing

such

as cleaning

up

grass."

Brenton also noted that "the Phvsical
Plant also helps the Admis'sions
depenrnem

in

It

major

Wit)'; if no work

were done by the staff to upkeep the
grounds and property of the school,
McDanid would lose its app"'~1 to
prospecuve

snsdents .."

Physical Plant staffers are also
responsible for upkeep of the athletic
facilities, the golf course, turf, soccer
field, and tennis court, all of which are
maintained
reguJarl)'-lnaddition, Harlow
Pool, located underneath Englar Dining
Hall, IS worked on three times a day,
scveo days e week.
"lfwe'rearound,we'reu5uallymaking
somNhing better or Ii~ing it," noted
Brenton.

Regardless of the fact that most of
the work done is "under the radar,"
approximately
35 percent of the ~"Ork
done is requested.
As of Feb. 23, there
have been almost 6,000 work orders
placed since August
These work orders might be as simple
as a broken doorknob, but they can also

Lucarelli. "Most of us love being proud
of our work because if 'We ain't do it

thm i~no

~~~~:.,th<:n

pm'"

indoingit

be more extreme, such as a campus-wide
power ournge as a resl.llt of a massive
amount of snow, as the case was in earh·
2006.
.
Another aspect of the Physical Plant
is the Steam Plant, which is localed
adjacent to Pennsylvania A,·enue,
something most people do not know
exists. Although extremely "under the
radar,," the SI~am Plant supplies hOI
water and heating to a majorit)" of the
buildings. Addirionallyrbe
Steam Plam
fulfil!sanrneeds to the Kitchen; without
tbe Sream Plant,we'd aU be eating off
dinydishes.
The Physical Plant as a whole operates
off a budg<:t of approximately
$4.5
mil!ion dollars a year, with around 35
percem going towards electricitv,
"Peopl"'takeitforgrantedb~au5ethe\'
don't ha"e [0 worry about it," mentioned
Brenton.
Andheisright.Speakingfrompersonal
ex~rience, growing up I was always
being [old to turn off the lights by
my JY.lrentsin their d~matic effort to
conserve ele.:trify. I'm sure man)' other
srudemscanreJate.

Six_.girls from Alpha Nu Omega
(l"anSUlOnoo
over to Alpha Sigma Tau,
including the current President Austin
W'estcrmann
The girls who were a part of Alpha Nu
Omega last year were offered bids that
are good fo~ a year to join ,Alpha Sigma
Tau ~ong WIthother a1umruof the local
s~ront}'.,
.
'Thcres.~o bad blood tx:rween the girls
who tmn!illlon~ and the girls who didn'l.
Th~ ones who didn't had personal reasons
wh~ch)'ouhavc to respect,"
\'\estermann also talked about how lang
of a process II was for the members of
Alpha Nu Omega to find a 50rOOI)'that
fit what they were about as a group. Alpha
SigmaTau became the best chOIce.
One of the things.the gids had to do in
to gel the.n~nonal sorority to come
wasinceease
thelr numbers re
they had the numbers in
II·
in rhe summer bv ar
graduating seniors.

I':''''" of the "'~

;:::.

~n::fn~;

i
I I
and Trustworthy.~
,
girls are encouraged 10 get to know the
prospectivc girl by t.1kinga walk or going
to lunch togerher, "I'm really happy the
school implemented
it."
One of the b'l"OUP'S bigge5! supporters
has been Phi j\lu, a natianaisororil)· thaI
hllS been on campus for ~ much longer
time then Alpha Sigma Tau.
A new benefit to being a part of 1
n.1tionalsororirv is being a part of a large
SIsterhood. o-, the summer, Chelsea
Watkins and Sara YOStwere all able to
travel to Indiannpo~s to rneer sisn.."rs
other chapters, including Salisbury. 1-,
a strong sisterhood is whm sororities
about
''The giri~ get along sa well.
!:~i:lY::i~~~ineaC;~:::~~·.

i"fmm.l recruim 00"' i, \'l;'cstt'rmanncontinued.
''ltfeelssogoodtobeback,''saysaio)"aus

work done, there is always that sense of
guilt one gains by not being there," said

~C::;':;bt~'
.:.!;~~
=~::,=..!e:

On [OpOr finding satisfaction in seeing
IntO Sra}~ng and working
'" the theAh""
the final product, many ,,,chie. point
when we ;hould be doing school work
to the cight-knir communit), thaI one
I don't blame anyone In parcicular for
becomes a panof when panicipatingin
that, though; working with ml' fellow
a theater production.
technicians creates a cerrain kind of
"Even after all of the rimes I have
camaraderie between us."
complained, I wiU not regret it in any
Even if techies feel pressured (0 work
way. The knowledge. skills, and friends
longer then they cm afford to, there are
I ha,.", gained oUNieigh all else," said
solutions available 10 them
junior light crew membc:r Logan
Professor I'an den Berg said, "1f
Otremba
we hear from someone who was
Techies often also receive credits for
Ol>erworked, then we will talk to the
their work in the theatre, considering
people in charge of the crew at the time
mOSt of it is part of a class. Putting in
to manage time bc:tter to get everyone
CHARLES MULLIN
the extra work is simply a way to hone
out in a three hour rime window."
News Editor
their skills.
Research shows that six to eight hours
''1 think of it as their learning labs,"
of sleep are needed to have an alert and
Most of the hard work that goes
saidProfessorofTheatreAnsEIizabc:th
healthy day. Techies would barely get
imo making every McDaniel theatre
van den Berg "It is JUStlike actors in
six hours of slO!f:pif they had a class at
production
passes
bj'
without
rehearsal. They are learning their craft."
eight the next morning
acknowlecl8"'ment. Although
many
Of course, being involv",d in tech
''At rimes it can affect grades very
of the student actors dedicate a large
would be easier for someone in me
poorly," said Lucarelli. ''Espe.:ially if
portion of their tim'" to ",ach project,
Theatr'" major as opposed 10 other
you are in a leadership role as a designer
the techies-students
who handle
academic pursuits.
or Master electrician or any role mat
everything behind_the_scenes-:-often
Senior and President of Alpha Psi
you are responsible if something is not
do nOt even receive IIpplaU5efrom the
Omega Ale.xis Davis said, "Since 1 am
working right."
audience bur, fltther, 11 name in the back
a theatre major,;,lotof my work in the
Otremba said, "I have most certainly
of a program.
theatre is included in the classes."
noticed that my grades drop, especially
During II tech week (m'" week ~fore
But even non-theatre major techies
near opening night of a show where the
the production's opening), 11techie can
feel the importance of showing up for
hours get insane."
work an avefltgt' of 41 hours. And some,
their work on each th"'atre production,
However, many poim to timeespecially light crew, put in their hours
whether they'r'" receiving credit or not.
management as being the main issue
not during the day, but latear night
''1f I wasn't there, then there wouldn't
in causing a loss of sleep and a drop in
Such a large amount of man hours
be anybody else to do it," said junior
grades. Ir sometimes just comes down
might beg the t]uestion: \Vhy are they
sound design",r Dani Allen. ''That's
to planning ahead.
not being paid or at least protected ~
why
I',>c
never
missed
a
tech
week
"We all know when a production is
a labor law? Athletes are protected m
r",hearsal."
going to occur," said Lucarelli. ''\'ile
terms of amount of workouts. Why not
However,
with
such
hl'avy
can, for the most part, plan our lives
techi",saswell?
responsibility comes a large amoum of
around it by doing homework IIleeks
After inrerviewing multiple techies,
pressure. To combat this high demand,
in advance when possible so that
we found that the answer was simple.
the unwritten "Three Hour Rule" was
ever),thing due during the week before
Techies were proud of the wo.rk ther
implemented to let techies know it was
the production is finished ahead of
PUt inro each and everyproductlon.~nd
okav to lea,'e afTerthrcl: hours of work • time."
could care less about what recognttlon
if they needed to.
A main reason, tho~gh, that te(:hie.s
or legal protection they get. Money h~s
While this has sometimes been
are forced to work so late into the night
never bee!"!a concern for them. It IS
effe.:tive in putting academic and health
(especiall)' light crew) ISbecause of the
only about seeing their hard work come
concerns first, in other situations it has
lack of facilities open for work during
to conclusion on stllge.
left techies fecling guillY for haling to
the day. The rooms that are used for
"We work untilYo'Care satisfied with
lea\.e "early" to 8"'1same shut eye.
work on theatre productions are also
what we have done because we know
"While I ha\'e been told time and time
used as classrooms which prohibit
again thar I can just SlOp and 8"'t my
opportunities to come in during the
~~ ~o:res:~~lcd~::;~nt~~:~

daytime.
r\ possible solution is Ihe futur",
renovations of the theatre which are
predicted to finish by 2013. Therheatre
workshop will be turned into an acting
studio after being moved to another
building outside of the theatre, while
the underlobb)' will become a light lab.
If circumstances allow, I",chies ~ke
light crew would have the opportunity
to come in during the day and get some
work done insr:ead of coming in late at
night. It is obvious to both faculty and
students the great nCl!dfor renovations
10the thearre.
When asked what they would
change ~bout the theatre, mnn)' of the
rechies and mculty had a long list of
possibilitiCli.
'1 honestly wish me deparunent had
a bigger budget," ,aid Alexis Davis.
"Overtheyears,lrnandEIizabc:thhave
had their visions cut because they don't
have the time or money for it."
Professor van den Berg said, '1
wouki build a bnnd new perfonning
arts cemer on campus. It would have
a gallel)' of fin", an and classroom
space for music, Ihcaue, and dance.
Whal we have here in Alumni Hall is
all convertoo space which was never
designed to be a theatre in the first
place."

"r\ major thing I lIiould add would be
classes on sound and sound design as
well as the lechnology 10 support it. The
only audio call offered at hkDaniei is
that in the communication deparonem
taught (\>ery spring. However, it only
focuses on radio and telC\>ision,"said
Elizabeth Lucarelli.
"If!
could change one thing in
the theatre dcparunent," said Logan
Otremba, "It would be th'" safety
hazards that pop up sometimes. [ can
think of s(\'eral instances wherc even if
I was paling complere attention to what
I was doing, I still have almost fallen out
of spaces and ladders rhatgo up alleast
18 feet 10 the ceiling where we hang
lighting insrrumem:s."
And under all of these circumstances,
the techies and the theatre faculty
still work and produce exceptional
productions
for the c-ampus and
\'ilesoninster community every year.
So next time )'DU are about to go
to sleep at night, JUStremember that
while you are going to be dreaming
comfortably in your shO!f:ts, other
students just like you arc going to be
working into the early morning
And because of that, they aren't JUSt
students. They're McDaniel Techies.
~rlillgl,l\!I.ftrlnlribli,edIfyAIhlO'Dl!Jalld
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Mentors that
Changed Lives

Words of Wisdom from

the Class of2012

Ann.ie Brown, Art Director

Charles Mullin, News Editor & Kaitlyn Vadenais, Web Editor

"Try to find a balance between social life
and schoolwork. Also, it's fairly easy to make
friends here since It's such a small college so

"A good group' of friends makes all
the difference."

you'll find friends quickly!"

"Boredom
something

"You get the most things done in the morning. ,~pecjally
if your friends rise later than
you.
"You will spend money, it will add up, and
you will have no idea what you spent it all
on. Guaranteed."
"Never underestimate
planner."

the importance

no longer
to do."

exists. There is always

"People are really sensitive to the sight of red
Solo cups. Even if you're only using one to
drink milk Out of, they have a bad reputation."

"Be willing to share everything."
"The amount of work that needs to be done
is proportional
to the amount of procrastination devoted to the task."

of a

Who was youe mentor here at McDaniel, and why
is that person meaningful or important to you?
"My mentor was Dr. Mary from me English department. I've taken a bajillion of her classes and
she's awesome."-Lauren
Hamby
"My most influential mentors have been all of
the counselors in the admissions office. They've
not only provided me with a job that I've grown
to love coming [0, but they also offer advice on
anything and everything. They've cared about
my school work, personal life, and job prospects.
I really couldn't have asked for berrer people co"
make me feel like I had a place on this campus. Brooke Hain

"Energy drinks are their own food group."
"Everything
"For all the people that you are smarter
there are people smarter than you."
"The convenience of having a primer
room outweighs the cost of ink."

the

than,

in my

111..1
I~

may happen at once,

thing always works our.just

but every-

stay positive."

"Don't over-commit.
more important

than

Your sanity is
another line on a

U m b e rs

cv."

"My primary mentor was Dr. Stephen Feeley
from the History department. He's always been
there to help me our. Also, he putS up with my
shit so that's pretty cool. Dr. Bryn Upton, Dr.
Amy McNichols, and Dr. Janet Medina have
also always been there ro encourage me in eVerything I do. Also, they put up with myshirtOO•
Without them my time at McDaniel would bave

H4nn4B4rk"
Editor~in~chief

been wasted."

-Nathan

Wuertenberg
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The Top 3 Things That Have Changed Since I Was a
Freshman (and How They've Stayed the Same)
Nathan Wuertenberg, Managing Editor

l.Glar.
Everybody

remembers

their first trip to

Engler Dining Hall.
there

are

wearing
you

upperclassmen

yellow shirts.

that

It's

it's called

For some,

Orientation,
everywhere

and they're
"Clar,"

it is a moment

nor

telling
Englar.

of supreme

disappointment. It's crowded, it's dirty,
and the food is less than palatable. For
me,

it was

like entering

some

sort

of

beautiful paradise on Earch. My house
growing

up was an "every man fends for

himself" sort of place. In Glar, I could
choose

from a wide variety

of passable

merit,

and

of selections

I could

ear as

much as I wanted. I did. I ate all of the
food. Everywhere. Then I gained all of
the weight.

Everywhere.

Remember

when

there

weren't

any

TVs? What about when all of the
silverware was all in one place? Everything was that dingy brown color
that reminded you of old wax paper
and dirty bathwater?
Remember how
there used to be hand dipped ice cream?
HAND DIPPED. How about those
trays? Remember those. Those were
awesome. You could get ten times the
amount of food you were actually going

to eat in any given meal.and carry it all
in one trip. Then, in the winter you
could steal those very same trays and
use them as sleds.
Now it's all gone. They made beautiful
renovations, put in televisions everywhere, and scarrered the utensils to the
four winds. They took away our hand
dipped ice cream and replaced them
with a confusing array of vegetables.
(Who eats vegetables really!
They're
food for food.) But mosr tragically,
they took away our trays. Granted, that
happened way before the renovations
were even a twinkle in some architect's
eye, but it sdll hurts even to this day.
What am Isupposed to sled on?
How things have steyed'the same: Everyone still complains about the food.
To be honest, Ido roo, except for chicken render Thursday. You'd have to be
dead inside to not like that.

2.1he Administration.
By the end of freshman year I had managed to figure out one thing for certain:
you went to College Activities for everything. Want to reserve a space? College
Activities. Plan an event? College Activities. Fundraiser? College Activities.

Soothing back rub? Stop being creepy.
If you couldn't get something done
there (doubtful), there was always the
Office of Multicultural Services or Capboard. But regardless of where Ihad to
go, T had all of it figured out. I knew
every office I would ever need to go to,
and I knew how
fill out every form I
would need once Iwas there. I had this
college thing figured our pretty well.
[Q

Then they changed everything on me.
Not cool.
We gcr a new President, Capboard disappeared, College Activities became
rhe Office of Student Engagement, and
OMS became the Office of Diversity
and Mulricultural Affairs. (I had to
text a friend who graduated a couple
of years ago JUStto remember some of
those names).
Even worse, all of the forms-went
online. This school is paperless now. Remember when it wasn't? Remember
when we gOt our class catalogs every semester before registration? Remember
when we got that big thick book with
everything academic that we would
ever have to know ever to graduate?
Remember when we gOt planners for

free? FRE~. Not five dollars at the
bookstore. Free.
How things have stayed the same: Everybody complains about the administration. Always. Regardless of the
changes or rearranges.

3.1he BLAR Plan.
Istill remember hearing upperclassmen
moan about the BLARs and how awful
they were. They always said we were
so lucky to be on the McDaniel Plan
because it was so much easier to understand. Now no one exists besides the
professors who know what a BLAR is.
I'm pretty sure some people just think
I'm mispronouncing Glar when I say it.
How things have stayed the same:
Everybody complains about the MeDaniel Plan JUStlike they did about the
BLARs. They're confusing and hard
to complete, and I'm seriously still not
sure whether my year was one of the
ones where we had
take an SIS. I
took one so regardless I'm in the dear,
but if Ididn't have to Ikind of rerroactively regret the wasted effort.
[Q

I guess what I'm trying to say here is
that students complain a lot. Step it.

Post-Graduation
Plans
fenna Little, Copy Editor
eniors are sad, excited, and anxious to graduate, but what is waiting for them in [heir future? The class of20 12 has a variety of plans for
post-graduation, whether they are attending graduate
schoo!' starting a job, are currently searching for a job,
or are just taking a year off to relax or work.

S

Graduate school is a popular option for many seniors
this year both in this area and farther away.
English major Megan Franey will be artending graduate school at Towson University ro study professional
writing.
SOCiology and Criminal Justice major Ryan Byrnes
will be attending the New England School of Law in
the ('lIL Also during the fall, Edward Ezekiel will be
attending Emory Law School in Atlanta.
Exercise Science and Physical Education major Steve
French will be returning to McDaniel for graduate
school
pursue his master's degree in the B.E.S.T.
[Q

program.
French says "Graduation is an exciting time, I feel.like
it was just yesterday that I graduated from high school
right here in Gill, JUStlike l will be again in about a
month or so. It is a little intimidating but definitely
something that 1 am looking forward to."

points per game complimented with 4.3 rebounds- per game. Cullen
reached the 20wpoint mark four times this season,
most noticeably torching Ursinus for 26 points during an 81~68 victory.
'Before starting his junior year, Cullen transferred
to McDaniel from Millersville University, Initially,
Cullen transferred for his love of basketball, but
upon arriving at McDaniel, he found journalism. "1
found journalism and ran with it. 1t has become a
passion of mine now.')
.
After he graduates from McDaniel, Cullen has
many options and he hopes (0 incorporate both his
love for sports as well as journalism. Cullen has job
offers in journalism in Washington, DC and New
Jersey, bur he also has an intriguing offer to move
to Charleston. South Carolina to work for ESPN,
which he is considering.Cullen has left his mark on
McDaniel through basketball and journalism and
will be sorely missed. If you have any interests in
$JX)rtS or journalism,
Cullen Merrey-Kemp Is a man
you will heat about in the future.
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Lauren Hamby,
Class of2012,
English Major
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What advice would you give to underclassmen
about getting involved on campus?
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Trevor Hammond, Staff Member
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and fellow cabinet
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the world
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leadership
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a close, the class of20
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How has being a student leader impacted your
time here at college!

another
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respire

time
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A

she's had in her final
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are looking
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for the mind
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I'll get a job as a secondary

you handle

live post graduation,
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then getting

I think rhat
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What are you doing after coUcge?

What has been your biggest accomplishment at
McDaniel?

W

fu-

with her fellow

Linzie Bonds, Bio
Major, French Minor

,VJhile

a

Hamby:

of tea, baby enthusiast,

impressionable

year at McDaniel. As co-director of a successful production of the Vagina Monologues and co-president

I

drinker

of young,

finished?

Women's Issues Group housemares. These past few
weeks. Lauren has often been found our on the patch
of grass in front of 187 PAAve. Being able to enjoy a
from

knitter,

to continue

Lauren

and she'll soon be responsible

hundreds

few inches of sunburned
skin
found only on the backs of Lauren Hamby's knees,
most likely acquired
from spending
rime outside

bas been an active

who has helped

of feminism

and soon to be McDaniel

is an inexplicable

in the sun,

Laur~n

at McDaniel

tradition

ture teacher,

Dani Allen, Contributor
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Ezekiel

some
learn

considering

of her favorite

to ski proved

to be

she had been ski-

she was ren years old.

year are

of their life's wirh their

Seniors Priyanka Sengupta and Seth Marple are
recently engaged couple.

others.
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McDaniel Says
Goodbye to Green Man
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Eke Trainor. Staff Member
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Profiles of Seniors in
tlie Honors Program
Nathan

Wuertenberg,

'

-

Seth Marple
What wiDyou miss most about McDaniel njitrryou gradUllte?
Being around my friends everyday.
What advice would you give to incomingfresbmeni
Take a chance.
What are your plans after graduation?

JoJo Caruthers
W1w will you miss most about McDaniel afieryou grruiwzte?
I will miss the tight-knit

community

the most after I graduate.
many

friends

within

of McDaniel

It's so nice to have so

I hope

to get into

magazine

I'm also open

in a bakery,

getting

work,

editing

my yoga instructing

certifica-

What groups were you most active in on campus?
I was

most

active

in

Alpha Phi Omega. It's the ser-

on campus,

was

cheesy

and it really gave me a

if the vounreerism
involved in really did benefit the world, as

sense of accomplishment

I

My computer science senior seminar.

Marisa Hrbal
both

to the idea of working

tion, or becoming the female Anthony Bourdain.

vice fraternity

What was your favorite class here at McDaniel?

such a small area.

What are your plans after graduation?

and writing.

I start a job immediately upon graduation and the
successful processing of my security clearance. I
am also engaged and plan to get married next year.

and as

as that sounds.

Who was your favorite professor?
Dr. Mary Bendel-Simso. She's such a brilliant professor, but also a really good advisor and friend. I
would go to her for anything in a hearcbear.

Rhaelynn Givens

What advice would you give to incoming freshmen?
Get involved; whether it be the Puppy Club, Black
Student Union, Dance Company, a service fraternity, Environmental Action Club, Film Club, a sports
team, a theater production, whatever it is that you
love and want to invest your time in because you
will be here for four years and getting to know
people and making connections is critical to your
well-being and satisfaction. If McDaniel doesn't
have a club you're interested in, make one! Find
people, find activities and find outlets that keep you
passionate and intrigued. Be interested and be interesting. Go to the lectures, learn something new
and.make.a furure.connecnon: you never know
what opporrunicies you could or will have if you
don't rake leaps of faith and get yourself our there!

What groupS' were you most active in

I don't have time ro think about what I'll miss yet.
What advice would you give to incomingfreshmen?
Take a year off before you come here! Communication is one skill college can teach you. Talk in
class. The more you do it, the better you'll be.

Oil

campus?

I would like to think I was most active in Dance
Company, Environmental Action Club, Advocacy
Team and the Peer Mentor program. I would
have loved
join other groups and clubs, but
Dance Company always seemed to meet during
club meetings and I couldn't give mat up!
(Q

Who was your favorite professor?
Vera Jakoby, Josh Baron, DJR, Dr. Hardy, Dr. Angeles Oonoso Macaya ...do I have to choose one?

What are your plans after graduation?
Become a coffee barista in, Washingron, take a
well-deserved break, then move to California
where I'll hopefully be working for the California
State Senate. If chat doesn't pan our, I am moving
to France to ride horses.
What was your favorite class here at McDaniel?
Logic, Intellectual Hisrory of the 60s, Great
Works II, Latin I and II.
Who was your favorite profossor?
They know who they are.

amantha Lopes. is resting against rhe ptie of
pillows on her bed, legs stretched. out in front
of her on her rainbow-striped bedspread.
There. are only a few weeks left unci) graduation
and.although she has made a place for herself at
McDaniel, it'$ clear due she's ready to move On ro
something new, When she leaves. the posters. and
drawings taped to the wall behind her desk and
bed will be taken down. leaving the white paint
bare. Among the decorations is a drawn representacion of her vagina from the Vagina Monologues,
which she has participated in for the past rwo
years, Gloria Steinems famous ~ woman wirhour
a man is like a fish without a bicycle" pester, and a
handmade Valentine'~ Day card from a friend. The
logo on the WMCRMcDanie1
Radio r-shirr shes
wearing has faded almost completely on one slde, a
result cf rnuch use. After four years on campus; as
a student and a leader. Samantha Lopez has left an
lmpresslon on McDaniel and McDaniel has left an

S

lmp,~onJw.
You~t' IHm wry Mtiw with ODMA.
W'1hrr ~
uarnM from f(/()rking with ODMA clubs?

you

What was your favorite part of the Honors Program?
( liked the options for classes to take; some of
them were really interesting and being able to
have first pick was an added bonus. I didn't live
in Honors Housing, bur I'm sure that would have
been nice because it would have lessened the stress
of housing! I also really like the advisers and their
continued support and encouragement.

W7mt will you miss mort about McDaniel tificryou gnzdunte?

Dam Alkn, Qmtriburor

My work with Women's Issues Group (WIG)
and Allies? I knew I was going to do seuffwlth
WIG evenruaUy. l was really feminist in high
school. I don't think I had anticipated getting as
involved with Allies as I did, but working with
both groups was beneficial for my college experience. Igained communication and leadership
skills in non-profit oriented work. which I'm
now interested in and wouldn't have been were
it not for these clubs.
How "'" it M'" bdng.

to experi.menrwith
difl"erenu forms of conunu-ttkation. Iakeady!wl ~
with writing .. '
an Engiish major but I hadn't branched QW into
this $Ott of media befort.

Do you have ,: message

Read the Full Interviews
at Mcl?anielFreePress,com

ftadu ofWMCR lbtJio?

Joloing the radio _ very much an =ident. My
..,mm .... said let'. do. show and 1 said okay. I
was put off at lim, WMCR was • boys' dub. But
I bad a lot oflUn with our _.
The next you
they asked me ec manage the station and the you
.n.r that I become p_t. I,was a gmu way

til

impart

to first

year students?

Get more involved. There are maybe ten of us
that actually do stuff on campus and we run all
the dubs. It would be nice if chere were more
people doing stuff. In the lOldiowe get a lot of
interest from first year srud.ents but then they
lost lncerest and drop put. 1 realize there's a lot
to do oncetbe $emeSti::f startS. Plan fur time to
do y<nt.t bomewodt SO you can tty all that the

aunpus oIIi:to. If not. you mJgIu """'
~triod.

not

hav-

Amazing Artwork Displayed at Senior Honors Exhibition Show
by focusing on "systematic motions" and
rnerhods

by

to create her art, and

the sacred in everyday life." The process
of which, she says, allews the kind of
spiritual connection she seeks.

using

commonplace objects and materials which
convey the routines of everyday life.

A series of highly rendered charcoal
portraits of people "caught unawares"
was the work of Jordan Beans. She spoke
of her inspiration coming from the
quote: "character is who you are when

Hannah Mathews also worked with a

no one is watching".
This

interested

snapshots
unawares"
allow

rather

people

and adjust
a more
a

presented

its Honors

College
History

greater

Exhibition

Show

in Rice Gallery featuring the works of
four senior honors art students: Jordan
Beans, Hannah Mathews, Kara Owens,
and Jess Oros.
Each

artist

floor

to themselves

collection
inspiration
creating

had

a few moments

of works,
and
them.

mediums

the

to
and

sculptures,

describe

processes

Altogether

included

Her mixed

compelling

and made

COmmon
and

dental

conceptual

such

as, "Build

their

pile of all white
black

pedestal

construct

like

Ross.

more

mixed

Oros

media
drawing,

and other forms of media.

around
retain

her

her works

"desire

balance"

soon, the Free Press will be losing some
of our most valuable staff members as they
move on to the next chapter in their lives.

V

ry

Among ibese iJ Naiban Wuertmberg, who is currently
the Managing Editor. He's been involved with the paper
since he was a freshman. HiJ inspiration for commentary writing comes.f-om his dad, the commentary editor
for a paper near his hometown.

_What was your favorite part about being

00

the

staIP.

it.

I'm going

Always

writing.

I haven't

gotten

What advice would you give to underclassmen
who might he interested in getting involved?'

this

ideas

ultimately

the. tangible

this

makes

approach

enough

I'm also going

to

said,

becomes

as it shows

a candid

more

image

of

intimate

and

paper,

presented

white

and

conre

works

crayon

all were detailed
body

as

such

were all inspired

of her

with

pans

on
dose

essential

the feet, hands,

to

knees

to enjoy

that I was

for one semester.

miss my friends

I wish

In contrast,

the other

half of her works

were black

line drawings

Mathews

of women

in different

different

showcased

their strength

'fairy-like

gracefulness'

"any

sacred

on white
dance

paper

poses

rather

that

than

women

the

dancers

.
evernl emors

that

lr.

learn a lot from

of

"I try to find

ye m

Pacebook

that's what

The

she

drawings

Half

ups of individual

depression

and

said,

experiences

it had been as nice as it is now my freshman

are sometimes

illuminate

thought

to portray.

What are your plans for after ccllegei
T am

currently

beginning

applying

jobs and

for

look forward

a career in the communication/media.

What will you miss
about McDaniel?

most

to
field.

about the Free Press?

And

year.

and professors,

but

I will miss our meetings,

brainstorming

story

ideas

about McDaniel
evenrs.
I will miss so
about Mcl.Ianlel. f will miss the communication
depanmenr and the small moments of
hanging around campus but I will miss most all of
my Phi Mu sisters and their support here on campus.

and learning

is for, right?

many

things

A.4o gmduating is
Copy Editor [enna
Little, who has held
the position for several
yeilrs now. She will be
graduating with majors
in Communication and
Spanish, as well as a
Film and Video Studies
minor. She became
involved with the Free
Press through her FYS.

Sports Editor Cullen Murl'ay-Kemp got involved with
the paper when he trfllu/erred to Mclraniel his junior
year. He names Dean Lisa Breslin ns a big reason why
he got involved.

How did your involvement with the
Free Press affect your
coUege career and
beyond?

~at a.dvice"Wouldyou give to underclassmen
w 0 mIght be interested in getting involved!

:;,t

was your favorite part about being

allowed

by meeting

me gain valuable
and editing

Write

But most

me

to

become

new people

more

stories

skills such as interviewing,

importantly,

Free Press

the

that inter

I have gained

involved

while also helping

that I have used throughout

to learn .new things

on

Being able to co
rh
and havin
ever
re campus from multiple angles
g p ople read and laugh at what I wrote.

and craft your own un~::~~;c~ry

Press

on campus

and I miss it already.

explored
but

with

impossible."

miss the new Free Press room

to

black

found

finds the concept

it often

seem

It's really easy and you'll

only lucky

they

to

dancing

What wiUyou miss most about the Free Press? And
about McDaniel?

The Free
writing.

and

00

Just do
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in her life. She does
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were drawn
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interactive

123"
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by dance.
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from recognizable
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media
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variety of monochromatic,
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idea
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in order
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easy to relate

In Jess Oros' collection there was a
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to smile,

'perfect'

moment

his March, McDaniel's
Dept. of Art and Art

than

time

snapshot

in

they

themselves

something

T

Beans

because

writing,

What are your plans for
after college?

my classes.
the confidence

and take on leadership

t:~rnalism-

roles.
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This year, several college polities fated scrutiny from both students and administrators, and such ",ufinly was encouroged through new programs like Compus41t
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up sanctions
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senior and student
board member. "\'(Ie are
following the h:mdbook."
The
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and Conduct Board is based
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the McDaniel HonorCode.
'Thiscode
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fO( faculty
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to McDaniel
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"McDaniel College is a diverse studenkentered
community committed to excellence
in the liberal arts & sciences and professional studies. With careful mentoring and
attention to the individual, McDaniel changes lives. We challenge students to dev~lop
their unique potentials with reason, imagination, and human concern. Through
flexible academic programs, collaborative and experiential learning, and global
engagement, McDaniel prepares students for successful lives of leadership, service,
and social responsibility.
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"You don't stop making bad decisions
college," said Dean Towle.

a~
after

Dear World,

Posters of
Privilege

I am a white., heterosexual male. Sometimes, I'm a
Christian (mostly when I'm desperate). I'm about to
graduate from college and (hopefull),) go on to graduate
KRYSTINA SHUlTZ
school. I tell you this, because I have an announcement
Staff Member
to make:
I'm tired of talking aboUTprivilege.
.
I never expected
to
be
Just not in the way you think. I've talked about it in a
dabbing glue onto magazine
brge number of my classes from history to sociology to
cut-outs in college, but Dr
psycbologynnd
beyond. I know I have it. I'm familiar with
Julia Orza was offering extra
its origins. I've studi~:d its effects. I know lowe someone,
credit. Dr. Orza, through the
somewhere, something for the fact that I've done very
use of arts and crafts, led
little to nghtit.I'vc hnd those discussions.
us to sec beyond the poster
They're not what I'm tired of. I'm tired of ,People in those
paper on [he wall
discussions (people like me) who refuse to acknowledge
Art time in class can still
that they have what I have: privilege. They don't want
to admit that they mar nee have completely earn~d their
send a ripple of excitement
place in the world. So, instead of trying to help people
Ihrough rhe classroom,
even
real problems they spend their time ignoring the
at college. The goal? Create
cause of those problems.
a poster rbac would be an
I kn()"l.V, on some level, they acknowledge that rhcv have
advertisement
for our honors
privilege, They make memes online about "Firsr World
class, tided Worldview
and
Problems" (which, by the way, was originally phrased as
Privilege:
Why
Colorblind
"white people problems") and, with a wink and a nudge,
Means You 'Can't See Me. Our
admit mat other people have it worse man they do. But,
professor, Julia Oraa, split the
they don't acknowledge that their culture is the reason
class into three groups. Each
those people have it worse. Moreover, even as they
group was set up with posters
acknowledge that they have very little reason to complain
and
materials.
My
group
in comparison to other people rhey keep complaining.
settled down to planning.
They whine. They gripe. They bitch: about stupid, useless
Our professor had given us a
shit in their lives that no one else really cares about.
challenge to advertise our class,
Now, when I say "they," I actually mean "we." I'm one
and we set forth to complete
of them. I whine, Igripe. I bitch: vabout stupid. useless
the task. It's strange that we
shit in my life thar no one else really cares about. I know
never stopped to wonder why.
that I do this. I hate that I do this. Now I'm !ping to do
1r may have something to do
something about it,
Remember that part in the begim'ling where I said I with Dr. Orza dangling extra
was a Christian when I was desperate? Now is one of
credit in front of us for the
those times. Lent starts tomorrow. This year (for the
best poster design.
first time since I was TOughly eleven), I'm going to give
After some
debating
on
up sornerhing. bicchtng. Fo~ the next forty days I'm going
how to meet the challenge,
to try not to complain about personal shit in my life that
my group decided to follow a
doesn't matter. Instead, I'm going to listen to other people
suggestion made by-our group
talk about their problems and try to fix th<:m
rnembeI", Yichong
I...i. She
I'm not asking you to agree or disagree with the reasonS
suggesred
that we construct
boohind[his d"dsion. Frnnkly, I don't care what rou think.
a
human
body
using
black
I want to do this because (for once in my life) T'm gOing-to
and white photos from the
tIl' to be a more tolerable person. All I'm asking is that, if
magazines we were provided
)'ou see me and J complain, you call me on it
to represent
colorblind.
In
Sincerely,
class, we've
been learning
NathanWuertenbetg

"In our world, people are different.

It's wrong to treat

people with prejudice and hatred, but we can't treat
everyone exactly the same. n

whose
was
bctrer.
Most
students spoke up sa),ingtheir
own was better.
Dr. Orza
observed
that
the group with the fewest
resources
"were the loudest
about saying how good [their
poster] was." They felt they
had to "defend
and speak
up for their group
more
than the ochers." Dr. Oraa
equated this with people of
less privilege feeling the need
to defend
themselves.
After
surveying
the posters,
Dr.
Oraa chose my group, the
one with the most resources,
as the winner.
So what
happened?
Our
groups
had been presented
with varying craft materials as
a demonstration
of privilege
and differences
i~ available
resources. The definition of
privilege is "a special right,
benefit
or advantage
given
to a person
not from work,
effort or merit, but by reason
of membership
in a majority
group with the power."
The
amount
of privilege a person
has mal' influence the resources
available to that person.
Someone
with
economic
privilege,
who
lives in an upper-class
area,
can print Out a professional
resume and has a computer to
Julia Orza called "time,'
Turning from our poster, w,e search for jobs. but a penon
who
does
not
have
rha r
began to observe the others
privilege, and who rna)' be
and noted a severe difference
living on the streets, probably
among the posters. At first r
docs not have a computer,
wondered why the other groups
much less a printer.
had decided against using their
The poster project reflects
magazmes.
The first group
the Limited resources
that
had drawn a giant eye that ~aid
some people have to face on
"Wocldview," where the blue iris
basis, and the
was the "0" and the pupil WolS a dar-to-day
advantage of resources
that
an image of planet Earth. The
people with the privilege and
'entire poster read "Worldl'iew
power have. Slowly, we began
and Privilege." in gray and
to dissect what had occurred.
blue. The eye represented an
ABBY RICHARDSON
financial woes, but the EU has al~o done little to
Yichong noted, "It [seemed]
individual's view of their world.
Staff Reporter
help alleviate them
likenoneof
ourgroup realized
The second group had a picture
According to the\'(lashington Posr,lateJanua(r,
rhatothers
had less supplies."
of Eartll,drawnincolored
pencil,
Political tension over t!i.e new Hungarian
Orbanagrecd to the EU's austerirypact,although
I certainly didn't notice, and I
working on a puzzle. Belowwere
constitution conrinues in Budapest. capital city of
d,c rrea,,-'willhavenorcal effect on Hungaryuntil
think our group received the
the \vords, "Let's Piece Together
Hungary, and home to many McDaniel students
it joins Theeuro, which is projecu:d br Hungarian
biggest surprise to find that
Your Worldview." The puzllie
studJing at the school's sisfer campus abroad
politicians to be unlikely until 2020, In addition,
other
people didn't have the
pieces
represented
the
pans-of
Conouvetsy arose when the llC\!l consriturion \WS
the EU has forccd Oroon to back off from some
same resources.
an individual's world view. Puzzle
drafurlb\'Prime~1inisterVikl!.>rOrb:inandhiscenter- of his eUfo-criticizing rhetoric as he seeks an
Kristine Harjes, a member
pieces had Words representing
tight~\ which holds twO thirdsof the seats in the IMF credit line to bolster his country's finances
HungarianParliamentOver the past fewwttks there
and Orbin has said he will make changes to the
of the group with the colored
p~ts of one's worldview, such as
~ been much pubk debare over issues addressed
new cemral bank policy,
pencils, stated, "1 did not see
social class, language, race, age,
10 the constitution and =nt
changes.Orhln has
Thus far, Orban has been successful in
the under,privilege
of the
and sex.
made to ,he (Xllitic".r
'yslm1 in Hungar)( Showing his political e!'dcavors. The Fid"sz won· an
lowest group. I only envied
It looked
like the other
link: n:gard fOfsignificantpublic disapproval,Orh:in
overwhelming victory in me 2010 gene(lll
the I'rivilege of the higher
groups hadn't pur very much
USed his prut}. majori!)'
to pass the !lC\\' Hwtgacian
elections. His manipulation of administrative
group. My oblivion, when it
effort into their posters, and
CO!lstitution,whichrookeffectJan.1.
tools to pass rccentlaws a'l.d mcasures however,
was pointed out to me, was
I couldn't
understand
why
Orblto's new constiturion has been met ,,;th
has ~cent!)" been called into question along with
shocking."
they decided
agaiost
using
harsh criticism from the European Union as
this par[)~s possible condoning of illegal actiom
There was some debate over
magazines
and
markers.
many of the changes made arc considered
commincd by paromilitary groups
borderline un-democratic, The most worrisome
McDaniel sophomore Sam Wilson, studying this Turns out, they didn't have
Dr. Orlla's choosing the poster
of mese, noted in B BBC News article on Jan
semester in Budapest, says she has nOl personally maga7;ines or markers.
I;:reated br my group as the
3,has)"o,entheremovalofchecks:lndbalances
witnessed or hCllrd much of therecem events,
hestone.
Mygroup had been presented
set up in 1989, when Communism feU. So far ;;nJ:~n~:~:~"~~:
~~;'~:~~t
~fepl:~~a:~
"I saw immediately
that
with a bag full of scissors,
we were at a disadvantage,"
glue,
markers,
magazines,
::u~~~~ti~~~::~
o~:~;ar:::s:~ ~~::::~~:
angry and frustrAted with the situation. but I do
said Jason Stein, a member
stickers,
everything
but
of the group with the fewest
the kitchen sink. So, as we
~~t;h:n r~~~U:i~i:~ ~~~~:~~:il:~da~:~:l~r::
es:~~~;~~~'~essor, Christina Le~hr,. a
turned around, we gOt a bit
resources,
"but
I thought
:1=~~~t~leb~~~~rnm~nt greater control o\~r a _ ~~~:;::!:e::~:"~a{~j::~~~~~;e:::.~n;~~~~~:
of a shock finding one group
she would put each of our
Opponents of mese new changes fear a return
fed any direcr.effect~ of the politlcal SltuatlOn,at
groups intO perspecth'e when
with merely colored pencils,
anal),zing extra credit. I thought
and the final group sporting
~ on.e-party rule. Francis ~~~~a
~~ T.he ~;: :~:l~~;:C i~~7~~~ ~:~t~':!n~at:\::~~:
she WQuid be judging over
pcncils and a blue tra),on
be::~~a:n I~~~~:~t.~:~n~in s~i~n:har :;~~;
abrol'ld,~inceeveryt.hingis currendr so cheap due
While
the
students
from
creativity, [using what we had],
as opposed to overnll appeal."
my group
turned
around
;;;,~e~~~~ ~~~OSici~;ss:;nu en~:
:i:ni~~
tOp:~e::~~~:,hn~r:~~m~at,
"rhe more
. p ng p
po
repression the government exerts, me more
"I was upset that she picked
oblivious,
the other groups
the [group with the most
had a better grasp of the
p~~~:~~~~ of financial crisis however, many porencialt.hereisforresistance,civildcmonstrations
resources] to prove a point,"
situation.
Looking
at the
Kristine
explained.
"The
posters, Dr. Orza questioned
be colorblind,
they may
u nin ten rionally ignore another
person's background.
On our poster, outside of
the figure made of black
and white photos, we glued
color photos
showing
our
reality. In our world, people
are different.
It's wrong to
treat people with prejudice
nnd hatred, but we can't treat
everyone exactly the same.
We can't
be colorblind.
People
are not the same
and do not have the Slime
experiences,
and it's ok to
treat people different by being
aware of their background
and
acknowledging
their
culture. If we ignore their
culture and worldview, we are
not giving them the respect
they deserve.
As our group
struggled
to complete
OUf poster by
the deadline,
everyone
was
cutting
pictures
frantically.
Each person had a job, either
finding pictures
and words
in the magazines,
cutting
them out, or gluing them to
the poster. Yichong
mainly
direcred the maki~g of the
poster and made sure our work
came together. Everyone had
a part and there was a sense
of accomplishment
when Dr.

to

Political Controversy in Budapest

n~~:;

~::~~f::;b<:::;~:i:~~£,E~~~:,~~
:~;::~~;~:~;;~:Of:i:~:;:E::;

materials
didn't bother me,
just the final decision,"
"\'(Ie bad an awesome idea of
designing that went into the
poster,"
said Yichong, "not
onlv because we had more
supplies,
but 3150 we had
ideas, our nrdsric intuitions.
Privileged
people feel their
ability
being
overlooked
because of their privilege."
When
I asked Dr. Orza
about choosing
our group,
she said, "I thought the other
ones were good
for what
they had," but she believed
the poster that mr group had
created was truly the best.
Normally,
she wouldn't
see
the creation process. If this
was an actual assignmenr and
the group with the fewest
resources had turned in their
poster, she says would have
been like, 'Really? You did
[hat with just a few peocils>'"
Dr. Orza gave an example,
saying rhar an elementary
school
teacher
giving
[he
assignment
to a class can't
see what's behind rhe scenes.
One student may go home to a
computer with graphic designs,
or a large array of glitter glue,
stickers, and colorful paper.
Another student whose family
is in a low socio-ecooornic
class may have to rustle up a
crinkled picce of paper and
a broken crayon, The child's
parents may nor be available
to assist the child because of
the need to work long hours.
The two children return and
the teacher
assigns
grades
based upon the end results.
Remembering
the
treat
that was originally
offered,
a student asked if my group
would sdll be getting eXtra
credit. "Yes," was the answer,'
sending
a new ripple
of
conversatio;
into the class.
Sarah
Holbrook,
member
of the group with lhe least
resources, said, "1 felt realll'
upset thar they had gOttf~~
extra credit
that I hadn't
gotten the opponunj.ty to get.
That made me reflect about
what opportunity
I [do] get
that others [don't]."
A student
in my group
expressed feelings of gJlilt for
receiving extra credit because
our group had an advantage
in resources.
On the other
hand,
Yichong
considered,
"I almost don't feel the guilt
because I felt the reason we
won was because we bad good
ideas and it's nOt JUSt because
of supplies, it's because we
had good ideas."
Sarah Holbrook said, "It makes
you more aware to the amount
of difference there is in Whllt you
have available to youin resources.
You grow up around people in
society and don't realize how far
away others are."
Kristine
Harjes
said,
"I
think it's fairly reflective of
. what we see in the real world;
people see when they're at
a disadvantage,
but don't
always realize .when ther're
the pri\'ileged ones."
.

McDaniel Fraternally Speaking to the Administration, and to the Community
versus
Westminster
Casey
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lmrncdiarcly

of the coileges

\,('esnnimt('r

Things

been

aren't

the

going

neighbors

for e~ch other
evident

-Co-Spcrts

Ihat'S

If
you
ore
a
McDaniel
student
thai
partakes
in
partying
and
socializing
you

heard

about

the many complaints
of loud
noises
and
raunchy
partying
by Westminster
residents
Ihal
prompted an article in the
Carroll County Times.
.
The article
brought
to light
on issue thai hcs significantly
worsened
over my two-year

stint here on the Hill. A Hill
which college
educated,
welloff students sit on while peering
down at the primarily working
class
Westminster
community
(excuse
the metaphor,
but I
be lieve jt appropriately
describes
the way many residents look 01
McDaniel and vice versa).
Having
said that,
McDaniel
students are fist fighting on two
fronts:

1) Students are looked upon
by college-aged
Westminster
residents
as snotty, rion, stuck
up, and perhaps
with slight
iealousy as well, but it is pridefully masked. Anyway, with the
addition of alcohol, the nst-fight
analogy
becomes
more literal
and in recent weeks there have
been two serious fights between
,Iud..n",

and

locals.

2) The
second
tront
is a
conRict
of
interest
between
partying
McDaniel
students
and families that inhabit PA Ave
and other areos that hold offcampus
housing
for students.
The iuue of students'
late-night
SOcializing
and the problems
it is causing
for residents
was
recently mode public vio Carroll
County Times,
How could
this conRict
be
solved\!
First of aU, McDaniel and the City
of Westminster mast acknowledge
that there is in fad a break or
dash
between
local
residents
and college
students,
As it is
now the relationship
concerning
Westminster
and
McDar:liel
College is Aimsy at best,
Take
McDaniel
sporting
events, for example,
In my two
years
of playing
basketball
for the school, I have rarely, if
ever, seen a fan in attendance
that doesn't
have
some
sari
of McDaniel
connection,
This
seems like a simple PR problem
that could easily enhance
the
relationship
between
McDaniel
and
Westminster
and
could
be
nxed
with
some
sports
promoting
within the city,
With
the
Ravens
leaving
their
summer
training
camp
at McDaniel
and returning
to
Owings Mills, McDaniel
is sure
to toke a big Public Relations hit,
The camp hod been a staple for
the city cnd for McDaniel and for
the past 15 years hod brought
the two together-no
more,
One
thing
is
for
surethe tension
is unsettling
for
Westminster
residents
and
McDaniel students olike,lfoctian
is not token, the complaints,
the
arguments,
the fights (or worse)
are all sure 10 continue,
The
question
must be answered;
is
Westminster
a college town OR
is McDaniel
a college
in the
lawn of Westminster?
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Co-Sports

Editor

This evening at 6 p.m. McDaniel students received a notice
that the "fcDaniel athletic department look a big hit [0
its staff. Carole Mollo)', Bryan Shumaker and Tin Keating
"stepped down" from rheir head coaching positions here
on the Hill

Keating leaves McDaniel afrer his 19th season coaching
the Green Terror football squad. Keating certainly win be
regarded in the upper echelon of not only McDaniel football
Coaches, but of any coaches in Centennial Conference
history. His seven conference championships (most in
McDaniel history) and five straight NCAA playoff birms
(1997-2001) are sure to ellrn Keating a ,pOt in the McDaniel
athlcric Hall of Fame
In an email to McDaniel students, first year athletic
Paul Moyer said, "Coach Keating has exemplified

service."
In anomer email tostudents.j\.lo).et:spoke of me resignationsof
Women's soccer coach B'1= Shumaker and women's voUeyb:ill
coach Carole Molloy "Both Carole and Bryan have exemplified
the values of outstanding coaching leadership and have played
imm~urnble roles in guiding hundreds of srudcnrs in their
educational journeys on the I·W!."
Molloy, another 19·year veteran coach at McDaniel has
also led her women's volle)'ball team to multiple centennial
championships (rwo), and has enjoyed a successful coaching
career at here ar her alma mater.
Shumaker has coached the Mc.Daniel women's soccer
ream for the past five seasons and over them has guided the
girls to IS victories.
None of the three roaches will be returning to coach on
rheHiU next season.

Interview with AD Paul Moyer
MATTHEW ARNOlD
Co-Sports Editor
7JJ(

flflowing

is I()/Ja!

I transcribed

.from

my inurview

wit/;

Pa'IIMrryn-:
On the riming of the announcements.
"They didn't resign on one day. We don't talk about
personnel actions at the College, but the bonom line is you
h3\'e conversations with your entire department, over the
Course of years, but in my case oyer the course of my first
year here. I think all the coacbes understand where we're
going, what we're doing, in some cases, it's not going to
work out ""ith individual coaches in their personal lives and
their own goals and aspirations and, )'OU know, this is the
end of the fall season, so that's when these things normally
happen. It mar look like it's allan onc da)" bur rhey were
not all on onecla),."

lAURA NICHOLS
Contributor

People don't watch TV when their shows are
aCtually on anymore. Well, they do, but these
People don't live on a college campus, where
You have things to do during primetime. You
go to parties, you do homework, you have
club meetings; any sort of extracurricular
that takes place after class usually takes place
SOmewhere berween SPM and 1OPM. And
this is when a lot of your favorite TV shows
are On, because it's primerime for television,
When everyone else in America is sitting in
front of their TV, ready to catch the newest
epiSode of their favorite show. We can't, and
because TiVo and OVR don't exist on this
~arnpus (or possibly any campus),
o way to catch the shows except
;nijne. This
he easiest
try and find
f:ancast, or

we ha:e
tune 10

to

is where the problems ~rise:
way to watch TV online IS to
it on a legal site, like Hulu, or
the nelWOrk website. It's legal,

Moyer said, in response to the fact that the volume and
riming of the decisions were catching people off guard
"that's jumping to a conclusion that isn'r there."
"The coaches made decisions on different days, even
though we packaged the announcements tOgether, so from
cur perspective, it was better to put them all together for the
public rather than one at a time at a time. To JUStcontinue
that process over weeks and weeks doesn't make sense."
On why the football coach's resignation was announced
Independently of tbe other coaches,
"I think that ulrimarely this is probably driven by external
media markets. I don't put any less.interest on our women's
soccer players or our volleyball athletes than I do with our
football athletes, and I've talked to all the athletes and I
think they understand that we put as much emphasis on
their programs as we do on football."

free, and if you're lucky, it won't take tOO long
to load. But what if you have to wait? Lots of
networks wait two or three days, sometimes
a whole week or more, to post their episodes
online. And most of those episodes are not
up there forever, which means that if you get
bogged down with work and activities, and
~'ou miss the window

of opporrunity,

then

it's tough luck for you, kid.
So you would do what any college srudent
does. You turn to your friendly Internet
pirates and find a nor-so-legal sit~ to wat.ch
your show, and if you're mto It, mO~les
from all over the world. It takes some orne
to buffer, and sometimes you're stuck with
limits on how many minutes you can watch
in an hout, but the shows are always there.

MATIHEW ARNOLD
COo-Sports Editor

McDaniel College has selected
Michael Hoyt as their new head
football
conch,
according
to
an e-mail

sent

to students

and

faculty.
Hoyt
has
served
for
[he
past eight years as defensive
coordinator
and assistant. head
coach
at Albright
Pennsylvania.

College

in

In 2011, he was a finalist for
the American
Football Coaches
Association's
assistant coach of
the year award.
In
the
college's
release,
McDaniel Athletic Director Paul
Moyer said, "after a nationwide
search, Mike's experience
as an
educator,
coach and leader of
young men separated him as the
top candidate for our program.
He embodies
everything
we
wanted in our next head football
coach,"
Albright's football team finished
with a 6-5 overall record in 2011,
with Hoyt'S defense

surrendering

understanding

success
President
commencing
"with Paul

Hoyt will officially
head
19.

an

excellent

srudenr-

Roger
Casey, also
in the release, said
Moyer's
leadership,

117-year
tradition
Terror football."

"brings

him

the

Mike Hoyt's appointment,
and
the new Kenneth
Gill stadium,
McDaniel
is poised to write a
new victorious
chapter
in our

23 points per game.
Moyer continued by saying Hoyt
with

of

athlete, a strong knowledge
of
The top programs
in the region,
and relationships
in recruiting
areas where we have had great

football

coach

of

Green

take over as
on March

fan. Two of the biggest fiJe-sharing sites,
mega-upload
and megavideo,
were shut
down this weekend by the government,
and it was seen by some as the precursor to
SOPA (stop-online-piracy-act),
which. was

decent Internet connection.
And yet, the
rest of the world, specifically the television
networks, don't seem to understand
this.

originally scheduled to be brought before
congress, on Tuesday, Jan. 24. 2012. It has
since been postponed, but the outcome and
effects of the mega sites being gone remains

even remember that we wanted to watch it,
or have the time to do so. lf networks want
to get viewers, then they have to connect

the same.
Many other sites have already started delecing
television shows in order to avoid being shut
down. It's becoming increasingly harder to
find shoes to watch on these online sites,
which should make much of the government
happy. But it's also going to make the public
very unhappy, especially the young adult

Alwavs. Even back episodes of really old
show's, Of really obscure shows that you can't
find anywhere else. It is a good rime waster,
and because the shows weren't downloading
directly onto your computer, you don't feel

demographic,
We are a

i.e. college students.
generation
born
of

like you wefe dOing anything tOO illegal.
And then this past weekend, the shit hit the

get a new song from iTunes, or ten seconds
to load a webpage, assuming you have a

We have to wait days and days to watch
television, and by that time, we might not

with the new generation in the increasingly
new technological
ways. I know that they
are trying, but there really need to get their
foot out of the door, and shove their whole
bodies inside.
Start making TV shows available the day
after they air, either on your website, or on
an associate website. If you have to put the
same amount of advertisements
in, then
fine. We can deal with it. Don't wait longer

instant

gratification. We see. something, we want it,
and we get it. End of story. Generally, you
don't have to wait longer than five 'minutes to

than a week to put shows on the air, and keep
them online for longer than a week and a
half. We can watch more of your shows that
way, and you can make more money off of
advertisements
that way. E\'Cfybody's happy.
Instant gratification. End of Stor}'.

_.s:::rc-=--.=

Ground Broken for New Stadium
MATIHEW ARNOlD
Co-Sports Editor
With the call of "let's dig in," College President Dr, Roger Casey led a group of students, coaches, and trustee in
breaking ground for McDaniel College's new athletic stadium
The new Kenneth R. Gill Stadium, which will replace the existing Scott Bair Stadium, "will provide first class seating that
showcases the academic ridgeline of our campus," according to Mr. Martin K. P. Hill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees.
J\Ir. Hill reported in his remarks at the ceremony that the stadium committee has raised over 57.7 million in gifts and
pledges toward the construction of the new stadium. $2.25 million of that total came from a donation given by the
committee's leader, ]\i1r. Kenneth R. Gill.
According to Mr. Hill, the new stadium hall been a part of the Board of Trustees' campus master plan, approved in
2003.
Nearly a decade later, on the windy, sun-splashed afternoon of February 3, the plan moved one step closer to reality
At the ceremony, Dr. Casey remarked, "roday's event is the culmination of much teamwork and much visionary
leadership from my predecessor, Dr. Joan Devclin Coley," and called rhe new stadium's construction a "high point" for
the College
In his speech, Mr. Gill, who grnduared from Western Marviand College in 1961, spoke of friendships he made at the
college mat lasted a lifetime. Mr. Gill said "wherever my life has taken me, no place feels as close to my hearr as this
college. Whether you call it Western Maryland College, McDaniel College, or simply The Hill, I have benefitted from the
lessons learned from the faculty, the coaches, and my classmates."
"Today, I feel grnrcfuJ to give back to [hem."
Construction on the new Kenneth R. Gill Stadium is scheduled to be completed by next football season

McDaniel College
Dr. Roger Casey holds up the ceremonial
shov~1 althe ground breaking ceremony for the new Kenneth R. Gill
Stadium. The shovel was Bret used in the ceremony for the construction
of .M~Daniel Hall in 1922 and has been used 10 break ground for
bUildings on campus since. Photo by Matthew Arnold.

The Financial Side of the"Stadium Project
for only through

CHARLES MUlliN
News Editor
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ago to start a Stadium
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a stadium

that

made
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Ken Gill became the chair of the committee along
with Directorof
Special Projects Lee Primm as faculty
advisor, Vice President of Economics
and Business
Ethan Seidel, and a few trustee mem bers. As part
of a more comprehensive
objective, the committee
looked on the future of the stadium renovations as a
recruiting tool for future students.
'1 was asked to head up this project and bad
previously
played football for Western
Maryland
College from 1957 to 1960," said Ken Gill. "1 really
valued my college education.
I felt like this was a
wonderful
way to say thank you to McDaniel. We
previously
our

had the worst

popular

because

tailgating.

'stadium
It

was

complex

The firstfew years progressed
extensively discussed
and how much
important
Because

recruiting

building."

slowly as the committee

would

be used. It was very

to renovate the stadium in a way that wO)lld
many current

loved the charge down
decided

and JUSt build

McDaniel
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the hill from GiU

said they
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for radio, television

floor will contain

an overhang

the
and
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film crews during each game. Any money

left over in the budget

will go towards

expanding

the

1n order to fund the project,
the recent

plan to ask alumni
recession,

networking
members

with each and approached
often receiving
The

the

generous

gifts

were

very

responses

were a wide variety of personalities
to bring back

Operating

only in the Annual
Budget.

Fund

But when it comes

which
to

is the

big projects,

the alumni are always generous."
Some of the largest gifts from alumni ranged from
1.5 to two million dollars.
Currenclythe stadium committee is waiting roreceive
the derailed

archirecrural

contractors
confirm

specifications.

Previously,

were hired to look at the floor plans and

that seven months

construction

as an estimated

was reasonable.

time for

The committee

expects

start in January.

After

the
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drawings,

the
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renovations

phase where numerous

"They
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will enter

construction

.make bids on the project.
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receives

"It

a bidding

the spec

the
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companies

strategy,"

said Seidel.

make sure they bid high enough

to

they will profit and low enough

will

usually takes a couple
that

so as not to lose the

job at the same rime."
Although
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numerous
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construction
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but they can rest assured
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that me new

\\;11 still allow fans to pull up their cars and

set up tents all along the outer rim as is the tradition.
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an effective

seven

for example, were the mid-

giving us an opportunity

participation

of weeks

architecrurc.

to keep the locker rooms

floor. A new access
transportation.
The bottom

current

around

always a bewer way to look at things.
''1think there is a misinterpretation
of the generosity
af alumni,"-saidScidel.
"There is a lot of it butit isn'r
widespread
over a large percentage. There is a low

to

the changes that would be made

money

be similar to the campus'

committee

despite

hurting

it was not a very attractive

etc. They

like team captains,

Finally, conunittee

wonderful.

There

countless

alumni who felt alienated," reported Primm.
Alumni participation
is usually very low compared
to many other
colleges,
so the countless
gifts
responsible
for the stadium
renovations
can be
considered
a huge achievement.
However there is
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to oversee ell aspects of the future renovations.
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